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THE GOALS OF A NEW 
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT 
What would it mean to have a New Demo·cratic government in 
Ontario? 
In the following pages, detailed and specific proposals are pre-
sented to. meet pro1ble·ms which have arisen in virtually every area of 
go1vernment respo·nsibility. They are policies which have been worked 
out in a lo·ng series of regio,nal conferences and technical se·minars and 
finally ado·pted in full New Democratic Party pro·vincial conve·ntio·ns. 
Animating each pro,posal is a bro·ad concept o.f the role of govern-
ment in co,ntempo,r·ary so·ciety. This is the se·nse that an elected gov-
ernment can be held to acco1unt fo,r the quality and dignity o.f life. 
The basic criticism which New Demo·crats bring against past gove~rn­
ments is that they have allo·wed themselves to be driven by events. 
They have· bee·n forced to act only when crisis has brought the price 
of interventio·n to· an exorbitant level. 
Today, peo1ple in Ontario1 are co1nfro·nted by a range o.f crises which 
the old complacency cannot o,verco,me. 
• Rising prices and a serious housing sho,rtage have co·mbined to 
delive·r a brutal blo·w to1 o·ur stan1dard of living. 
• Our tax system has shifted the burden of public expenditure to 
the sho,ulders of tho·se least a.ble to carry it - with disastrous 
conseque·nces fo·r 0 1ur educatio1nal system and o·ur social services. 
• An ill-shared prosperity has co1ncentrated gro·wth in a few centres 
leaving vast are·as of No1rthern and Eastern Ontario as twilight 
zones of decline and unemplo·yment. 
• A free-for-all economy has successively undermined basic Ontario 
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industries such as agriculture without thought for the present 
welfare of those involved or of the future needs of every pe·rso·n 
in this province. 
Having a New Democratic government in Ontario would mean 
that these problems would be tackled with a kind of pragmatic radi-
calism which wo1uld engage the minds and ene·rgies of everyone in this 
province. New Democrats call their go1al a New Ontario because they 
feel that the unleashing of imagination and activity which their 
program demands would, indeed, mean the creation o.f a new Ontario. 
Achieving the eco·nomic and social goals of their program is not 
the limit of the New Democratic thrust. Perhaps their most important 
intention - certainly the most radical - is the goal of establishing 
a new relationship between the citizen and his gove·rnment. In an 
age when the individual finds himself dwarfed by huge institutio·ns, 
New Democrats are determined that their government shall find 
new means of expressio·n for the voice of the individual and new 
d.efences for· his rights. 
Ontario's role in Confederation 
Ontario is but one province in a great natio·n, a nation presently 
suffering the tensio1ns and conflicts which co1me with social change 
and re-evaluation of the past. An NDP go·vernment will take an 
essential part in the great debate no1w shaping the natio1n and will 
take the leadership in defining what we all wish Canada to be, by: 
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( 1) Clearly recognizing that English-speaking Canada's desire for 
an effective federal go·vernment is compatible with the evolu-
tio1n of the historical special status that Quebec has held 
within Confederatio·n; 
( 2) Striving for a definition and distribution of po,wers under 
which both federal and provincial go·vernments will have the 
financial resources to discharge the programs fo·r which they 
are respo·nsible; 
( 3) Clearly recognizing the bilingual fact within this country and 
assuring French-speaking Canadian citizens who form signifi-
cant elements o.f the po·pulation of Ontario that they need not 
fear assimilation be·cause of the inadequacy of law or institu-
tions; that they will have access to schooling, justice, essential 
govern~ent service and legislative process, inde·ed to· all the 
possibilities of social evolution, in the· language of their 
fathers. 
( 4) Making this province the most democratic and progressive 
in the nation, in effect the leade·r of a revo1lution in social and 
political life which will set the pace for the rest o.f the natio·n; 
( 5) Standing clearly and unequivocally, as the geographic and 
economic centre of the nation, for the preservatio1n of Canada 
as a nation by taking me,asures to· preserve o,ur e·conomic 
birthright. 
AN OPEN DOOR TO EDUCATION 
Attitudes to education are the test o.f any co·mmunity. Not only 
must education be available to all, but the process of educating must 
be an inspiring, liberating experience developing the minds, the 
creative abilities, and the critical awareness o.f the members of a 
community. Education must be seen as more than mere economic 
investment, which of course it is as well. It has a responsibility to 
improve the quality of life and to relate o~r lives to a world-wide 
civilization. The fre·edo·m of the individual, his capacity to live a 
worthwhile happy life and to participate responsibly in a democratic 
system all depend on the e·ducatio1nal oppo1rtunities provide·d by his 
community. This is the challenge a New Democratic government will 
meet in Ontario. 
The student's world 
Ontario education has been a matter of neglect qualified by "hit-
or-miss" alterations for the last twenty years. Primary educatio·n has 
been largely ignored, while hasty and piecemeal changes forced o·n 
the government by rapid gro1wth have bro·ught chaos to the secondary 
and post-secondary fields. 
A New Democratic government will produce a rational and com-
prehensive system to cover the whole range of education. It will 
appoint a royal commission to study the system from nursery and 
kindergarten to university and post-graduate studies. In co-operatio·n 
with the teaching profession, it will also undertake intensive studies 
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of ct.trriculum and teaching methods both for our elementary schools 
and the various cors~s in our seco·ndary schools. As well, the present 
advisory committees will be reviewed; these· do· not now genuinely 
enlist the advice and co-operation of those interested in developing 
various courses. A Provincial Advisory Educational Council of teachers, 
trustees and interested groups to assist in shaping overall educational 
policy will also be established. 
Research 
Greater emphasis must be placed on educational research. The 
New Democratic Party welcomes the establishment of the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education and will take steps to reduce the 
time lag between disco,very at the level of research and implementa-
tion in the classroom. There is a risk, from the way the Institute's 
duties have bee·n defined so far, that its work will be too theo·retical 
and statistical to have an early effect on teaching methods and school 
administration. The New Democratic Party feels that the 0.1.S.E. 
must also work in practical fields of investigation - for example, on 
the effectiveness of teaching machines as a means of supplementing 
the wo·r k of the teacher. 
Primary education 
Primary education is particularly important since research shows 
that the quality of such education has a profound effect on a student's 
progress through the rest of the system and in life. The responsibility 
for high school dropouts is often to be fo·und in the primary school. 
A child's natural curiosity and wonder must be fostered here. Rigid 
grading systems and mark-co·nscious report cards must be replaced 
by a freer atmosphere in which the child is more able to follow 
his o·wn inclinations with closer personal attention from the teacher. 
In emphasizing the primary schools, a New Democratic government 
will substantially increase the per-pupil grants in primary education, 
provide for the buildings and equipment needed in modern education, 
and reduce the number of pupils per teacher. As well, it will provide 
a system of voluntary pre-scho·ol institutions in which culturally 
deprived,_ ~conomically disadvantaged children will be able to gain 
the wide experience, the background knowledge, the inspiration to 
benefit as much from the primary school system as children from 
more fortunate homes. 
Secondary education 
In secondary education, the system must be changed to develop 
students' minds rather than their capacity to pass examinations 
base·d on memory wo·rk. A New Democratic government will improve 
the facilities for guidance counselling in Ontario by improving the 
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quality and amount of training given to guidance personnel and 
pro·viding for the use of an adequate series of tests to enable stu.dents 
to rea.lize their full potential. It will also co-operate with the econo·mic 
planning agencies of the government in assessing the nature of the 
skills required fo·r the future so that vocational, trade and technologi-
cal courses can be shaped to provide them. Students must be given 
the freedom to· form organizations, such as high school political clubs, 
if they wish. 
Special education 
In the provincial system as a whole, facilities for Special Educa-
tion will be made available not only for the gifted, but for the 
mentally retarde·d and maladjusted, and grants will be given to encour-
age teachers to enter this specialized field. 
Further education 
The community's responsibility for the educatio·n o.f its citizens 
no longer stops the day they graduate from secondary school. Tl1e 
demand for post-secondary educatio,n is gro·wing fantastically as 
more and more students seek more than a high school degree for 
themselves. A New Democratic government will meet this demand 
by expanding university facilities, technolo,gical institutes and trade 
schools, and by pressing ahead with the establishment of community 
colle·ges in each region of the provinces. To ensure that no capa.ble 
student is "locked out", adequate arrangements will be made to ensure 
that there is always a po·ssibility of transferring fro,m community 
colleges to universities. 
Free university education 
A New De·mocratic government will see university education as a 
right for all qualified members of the community, rather than as a 
privilege in effect enjo,yed by a relatively narro,w cr·o,ss-section of our 
population. Thus it will be pledged to free tuition for all students 
admitted to university. It deplores the reactionary approach to stu-
dent maintenance implicit in the Province of Ontario· Students Awards 
Program ( POSAP ). Such a reliance on loans and very tight administra-
tive conditio·ns is unlikely to· encourage many students to, seek further 
education. It will establish a grant system which will enable any 
student, no matter what his family financial position, to benefit from 
all the opportunities for which he is academically qualified. And to 
help the university student to build a true campus community, govern-
ment loans will be available ·at low interest rates to finance such 
student owned and managed services as housing, dining facilities and 
consumer co-operatives. 
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University government 
1'he university is essentially a community of its own within the 
larger community, and an NDP government will recognize this by 
ensuring that the Boards of Governors of universities and community 
colleges fairly represent the local region, the faculty and the students. 
In this regard, the Ne\v Demo·cratic Party believes that the Duff-
Berdahl Report is a step in the right direction. A New Democratic 
government will have no desire to interfere with tl1e principle of 
university self-government, but it will be ready to pass new legislation 
to make university governme·nt more representative of community, 
faculty and student interests. An NDP government will also ensure 
that the public has access to all university financial info·rmation save 
plans for future expansion. It will also safeguard university students 
from unfair treatment_ by university disciplinary tribunals by permit-
ting students to appeal decisions to the courts, and prohibiting uni-
versities from imposing rules which abrogate the ordinary legal rights 
of tl1e citizen. 
A Canadian education 
To enable the students of today to enjoy the benefits of a rich 
bicultural nation when they graduate, a New De·mocratic government 
will imm.ediately make the teaching of English and French la,nguages 
mandator·y for all pupils in the province from Kindergarten up, in 
a manner best suited to· the community. The revision of present 
certification policy to enable qualifie·d bilingual teachers of French 
fro·m o·utside Ontario to obtain pro·vincial certification more readily 
will be essential. A New Democratic government will carry out the 
proposals to the Laurendeau-Dunton Commission for French-language 
schools w~ere· the French spe·aking population is large eno·ugh to 
suppo·rt th-em, and provide facilities to instruct Nevv Canadian children 
in the English language so that they need not fall behind their class-
mates. 
The teacher and the parent 
The teachers and the parents of this province are also deeply 
involved in education. There is widespread dissatisfaction among 
teachers about the nature of their professional traini11g. I11stead of 
being centres of inspiration and reform, n1any Ontario teacher train-
ing institutions are bastions of conservatism. A New Democratic 
Minister of Education will unde·rtake radical reforms of teacher 
training to make it an enriching, more useful experience. A first step 
will be a substantial increase in practice teaching opportunities. 
Training in counselling will be particularly emphasized so that teachers 
will be in a position to help stude·nts discover where their interests 
and abilities really lie. 
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To guard against the danger that parents will lose touch with 
the educatio·nal system, school committees will be established, elected 
from among parents and teachers. These committees will act as 
advisory groups to school principals and will have the right to repre-
sentation on school boards. The NDP is convinced that the establish-
ment of larger school areas is essential in o·rder to maximize efficiency 
and economy; these large units will have the same boundaries as the 
larger municipal units which will be developed by an NDP govern-· 
ment. This party will authorize the payment of school trustees and 
provide that all of them are elected. 
Financing education 
The cost of such an educational system will not be low. But 
investment in the future happiness an.d satisfactio·n of our citizens 
and in the future prosperity of our eco·no·my is absolutely essential. 
By revising the grants structure to assist schools with a high pro-
portion of poor children who need a.dded educational expenditure, 
achieving a more equitable sharing of the burden of educational 
costs between the province and the municipalities, we can meet the 
cost of building a school system of which any civilize·d community 
can be proud. At the same time, we can fulfil the basic principle of 
assuring equality of educational o·pportunity for all children in all 
parts of this pro·vince. 
A New Democratic government will meet these basic objectives 
thrr.>ugh the full application of the Foun.dation Program in Educational 
Fir1ance. 
Under this plan, provincial grants will be so calculated as to 
bridge the gap between the local revenues raised from a uniform 
tax rate applied to an equalized assessment and the amount required 
to provide an adequate standard of education within such a system; 
of course, any school district would be free, if it so desired, to raise 
further revenues beyond the uniform rate to improve its own 
standards. 
-Shitting the tax burden 
The burden of education costs must be shifted from property 
taxes which are both regressive and too inflexible to provide the 
increased revenue which is necessary. A New Democratic government, 
in its first term of office, will raise ~he present provincial share of 
45% overall to 80% by the end of its first term of 0 1ffice. Making 
the shift in a step-by-step way will enable municipalities to plan ahead 
and will permit the provincial government to find the large sums of 
money require'd through a restructuring of the tax system and general 
economic growth. 
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The Foundation Program would naturally be applied to each 
o.f the two elementary school syste,ms in Ontario. The right to main-
tain the dual system was embodied in the compromise which was the 
basis o.f the Canadian Co,nfederation, and is guaranteed by Sectio,n 
93 of the British North America Act. The New Democratic Party has 
shaped its policies in recognitio1n of this historic right. 
Adult education 
A New Den1ocratic go·vernment will work with the Federal 
government to fulfill the community's responsibility in the retraining 
of the unemployed, re-equipping them to meet the new demands of 
the labour market in mo·dern society, and up-grading· the skills of the 
already employed, an increasingly necessary task in a time of rapid 
technological advance. 
Education for adults must also be concerned with tl1e quality 
of life of our citizens, self-improvement and the need to fill produc-
tively and satisfacto,rily the new hours of leisure made possible in o·ur 
society. In meeting this challenge, a New Democratic government 
will give increased aid to adult education in all its phases, to the arts, 
and to the library system and athletic activities. A regional system 
of grants and assistance will be established to help those mo,re remote 
sectio·ns of this province where these facilities are not as well devel-
oped. In this way, using all available facilities, including public 
schools, it will seek to pro·mote a creative, freely participating, enjoy-
able community. 
The rest of the nation 
Education is a matter for individual provinces, granted to them 
by the BNA Act in 1867. Ho.wever, there is a great deal that can be 
done in the field of educational research and co~ordination by an 
agency working fo,r all ten provinces. A New Democratic go,vernment 
in Ontario will take the lead in trying to establish such an agency o·n a 
basis that will enable the provincial governments to draw the federal 
government into their wo·rk as well. 
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HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL 
'--------------------------------------------------------------· 
A New De·mocratic go·vernment will use all available means to 
expand the ho·using supply to1 meet the shelter crisis of the next 10 
years. With o·r without fe·deral help, it will provide lo1ans at reaso1nable 
interest rates, lo·an guarantee·s and grants to, speed the creatio,n of new 
housing for all income groups. 
Ho,using shortages and most of the problems of urban develo·p-
me·nt in 0 1ur province are relate·d to land speculatio1n and so·aring land 
costs. An NDP government will acquire development rights to land 
around urban centres and will adopt spe·cial taxation me,asures to 
co1ntrol speculation. Large parcels of land ne·ar our urban centres 
will be acquired by public authorities and lease·d for development as 
carefully planned suburban areas and as new satellite towns. 
Reco.gnizing the dynamic relatio·nship betwee·n ho,using, city plan-
ning and urban renewal, an NDP go·vernment will establish a Depart-
ment of Ho·using and Urban Affairs, responsible fo,r administering the 
pro·vincial share of housing finance and land purchase. The De·part-
ment will also be· responsible fo1r pro·viding advice, co·nsultatio,n, 
technical services, education and financial support for lo·cal go·vern-
ments in these, areas and will take dire:ct responsibility fo·r special 
problems such as migrant housing o,r the stabilizatio·n of lan,d prices 
aro1und urban areas. 
In order to avoid the· vast, inefficient conurbatio·ns no·w so! familiar 
in the Unite·d States, a New D'emocratic go1vernment would lighte'n 
the po·pulatio1n pressures o.n our majo·r cities by making life in our 
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countryside and smaller cities economically more attractive through 
organic regional planning and industrial decentralizatio,n. We must 
move quickly if we are to avoid the massive problems of congestion, 
housing shortages and rising costs that loom before us in our metro-
politan areas. · 
A tenants' bill of rights 
New Demo·cratic members of the Legislature have indicated the 
kind of action that would be taken to protect tenants. Specifically 
they have advocated the following measures: 
( 1) The establishment of a rental and tenancy review board; 
( 2) The enactment of a standard form of lease to be use·d by all 
landlo,rds; 
( 3) The abolition of security deposits other than with a public 
trustee; 
( 4) The prohibition of fe·es charge·d by landlords for permission to 
sublet apartments; 
( 5) The outlawing of all clauses in leases restricting tenants' rights 
to purchase milk, bread, other foodstuffs and personal services 
fro,m the merchants of· their choice; 
( 6) The prohibition of charges for extra occupants; 
(7) The establishment of minimum standards of maintenance, safety 
and health; 
( 8) The require·ment that all landlo·rds carry liability insurance; 
( 9) Abolition of the landlord's right of distress; 
( 10) Authorizati9n for the courts to delete any clause of a lease 
which, in the c·ourt's O·pifl:iO·n, is unreaso·nable·. 
Low-income housing 
Housing for low inco,me· families will be pro,vided in a variety 
of ways. It will be achieved through adequate overall policies for 
control of land prices, rehabilitation and renewal of existing properties 
and the provision of more public housing at rents geared to· income. 
The object will be to pro·vide an indepen.dent home fo-r each 
family, whether in single or multiple units, and to this end financial 
assistance will be available for those with insufficient resources to 
carry mo·rtgage payments or pay market rents. An NDP government 
will build and provide accommodation at rents related to· family 
incomes for those unable to afford adequate housing. 
The gro.wth o.f the Ontario Housing Corporation in its present 
form may cre·ate a massive, remote, bureaucratic machine, witl1 
paternal manage·ment practices and the ever-prese·nt threat o.f evictions 
and bailiffs. A New Democratic government will therefo·re develop 
educational and social services to help residents in public housing 
to manage their own affairs. A massive housing bureaucracy will 
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be avoided by involving municipalities, labour unio·ns, churches, social 
agencies and credit unions in the inanagement of public housing. 
Urban renewal 
Some of the larger Ontario centres have already reached the stage 
of overage and overgrowth where renewal and redevelopment must 
form the basis of dual plans. The decaying centres of our older cities 
must be restored and protected from blight. Many existing buildings 
which are now and will be for some time important sources of housing 
must be protected a11d improved. 
The New Democratic pro·gram fo.r urban renewal and redevelop-
ment \Vill be accomplished with a minimum disruption of the people 
and their way of life. The people involved will be consulted at all 
stages. Loans and grants \vill be available to help residents of urban 
renewal areas to improve their own homes. Programs \vill include 
the .restoratio·n of existing community facilities such as streets, schools 
and parks. 
When property must be taken for a program, replacement cost 
for a similar property, moving, legal and appraisal expenses will 
be paid to the individual 0 1wner, although speculative values will not 
be countenanced. Independent co·urts o.f appeal will be established to 
act between citizens and government bodies. ·An NDP government will 
also assume responsibility for the necessary financial assistance and 
social services to help residents resettle. Land taken for urban renewal 
will be held by public autho·rities and, when appropriate, leased to 
private co·mmercial or industrial users o·n terms that will ensure that 
the public interest is served. 
The goal of urban renewal must not simply be to restore small, 
isolated areas, but to protect and improve housing in all parts of a 
municipality. To· this end, an NDP government will help municipalities 
to enforce housing codes instead of leaving them to· face speculators 
and slumlords on their own. 
Land use 
A New Democratic government will make the best use of the 
geographical reso·urces of the province. 
One basic fact is that the choice of a 11ome site depends to a 
large extent on where the homeowner goes to work. The planning 
of industrial, office and business locations therefore conditions the 
surro1unding housing needs. A New Democratic government will 
encourage the location of industry, and therefore of housing, in 
Ontario cities and towns whe·re new enterprises can help to achieve 
optimum growth. 
The development of to\vns and cities will be based on an improved 
and more dynamic co·ncept o.f o·fficial plans; the present system of 
zoning will be discontinued; municipalities will be assisted to buy 
land wherever land value pressures might result in development 
contrary to the public interest, e.g. around public projects such as 
the Toronto subway. In this way the great increases in the value and 
importance of these lands will benefit the public as a whole. 
Payments will be made by the province to· municipalities that 
leave open space undeveloped for future public use and that leave 
unique, natural features such as the Niagara Escarpment untouched. 
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HEALTH SERVICES FOR ALL 
The right to health services is as basic in a democracy as the 
right to education or the right to· vote. Experience has proved that 
the only way to provide these health services for all who need them 
is through a medical care plan to whic:p. all contribute according to 
their means and upon which all can draw in time· of need. 
A genuine Medicare plan 
The present Ontario medicare scheme is totally inadequate. It 
provides incomplete medical coverage, exacts excessively high pre-
miums and affords no control over rates and terms. By reserving 
all group co,verage for private insurance carriers, it hands the cream 
of the business to profit-orientate·d companies and spo·nsored plans. 
It keeps the bad · risk, high cost, individual contracts for OMS IP·, the 
government-operated plan, for which all of us pay ·anyway through 
our taxes. There is no regulatio,n of the type of co·ntract offered by 
the private carriers or of ·their costs and profits. Since the subsidies 
offered under OMSIP go only to those on welfare schemes or with 
extremely low incomes, many citizens cannot afford to join any plan 
and consequently have no medical coverage at all. · 
In addition, the scheme does not qualify for the federal subsidy 
of approximately 50% which will be available after July 1, 1968, 
because it does not conform to the minimum conditions laid down 
by the federal government for a medicare plan: uniform benefits for 
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all citizens, 90% coverage of the insurable population, operatio11 on 
a no1n-profit basis by a public autho·rity, full portability, and no waiting 
period in excess of three mo·nths. As a result, Ontario residents are 
denied federal money which could greatly reduce the costs of medicare 
to them. 
OMSIP has not only been badly administered, but it l1as proven 
totally incapable o.f protecting subscribers against increases in the 
practitioners' schedule of fees. What is more, it has made absolutely 
no co·ntribution to the development of a better quality of medical care 
in the province. 
A New Democratic government will immediately establish a uni-
versal, government-operated medicare scheme in full conformity witl1 
the specifications laid down by the federal government. It will keep 
premiums low - 30 cents a week for single persons ( $15.60 a year) 
and 60 cents a wee·k for families ($31.20 a year)- so that they are 
witl1in reach of all income groups. Experience elsewl1ere indicates 
that the revenues fron1 this level of premiums plus the provincial 
subsidy for welfare recipie11ts and the federal subsidy, will cover 
estimated costs. 
The medical profession will be invited to co-operate in the formu-
lation of the pla11. All medical decision~ will be made by the medical 
profession. Docto\S will be free to practise outside the plan if they 
wish. 
Dental care 
High priority will be given by a New Democratic government 
to the establishment of new schools of dentistry and the expansion 
of the number of places in existing schools so that the overall short-
age of de·ntists may be ove·rco·me. 
As a first stage in a universal dental care pro·gram a New Demo-
cratic government will provide free dental treatment for all children. 
There must be no financial barrier to the provision of adequate dental 
treatment in the early years of a person's life. As the shortage of 
de11tists is reduced, the program will be extended to the rest of the 
population. 
A New Democratic government will set up a pro:gram of financial 
incentives to encourage dentists to establish practices in smaller 
towns and villages where there is inadequate service. To pro·vide 
service in remote areas of Northern Ontario, mobile clinics will be 
organized. 
Prescription Drug Plan 
The cost of prescriptio·n drugs is often a majo·r part of the cost 
of treatment for illness or injury and the price of such drugs is often 
so high that many peo·ple cannot carry out the instructions of their 
doctors. A New Democratic government will include the cost of 
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prescription drugs in its plan for medicare and will press for the 
elimination of the fe·deral sales taxes o,n prescription drugs. 
Ambulance services 
All ambulance services will be placed under public ownership 
and paid for through the Ontario Hospital Services Commission. 
Sickness and accident insurance 
The New Democratic pro,gram for medical and dental care will 
protect people against medical, dental, hospital, drug and other similar 
bills. Still remaining, however, will be the problem of the loss of 
income suffered by breadwinners who are unable to work because 
of sickness or accident not covered by the Wo·rkmen's Compensation 
Act. 
This is a pro·blem that can best be handled federally, but failing 
federal action, a New Democratic go1vernment in Ontario would 
develo,p a provincial plan. The main features of the plan would be: 
(a) benefits o·n the same scale as Workmen's Compensation benefits; 
(b) coverage for all employed persons financed by contributions from 
employers and employees; ( c) voluntary coverage for those farmers 
and other self-employed people who· make the necessary contributions. 
Public health services 
Efficient public health services are essential to ensure early 
diagnosis, preventive medicine, pre- and post-natal care, the organiza-
tion of home nursing and many other aspects o.f an adequate and 
modern health system. 
In Ontario, public health has be·en treate·d by the Department of 
Health and by local autho·rities with an indifference and contempt 
which has brought some parts of the province near to a health 
emergency. At a time when needs have been growing at a rapid 
pace, the powers and means of public health officers and nr~es have 
been outstripped. 
A New Democratic government will re-write the present Public 
Health Act to provide: 
1. A time table by which health units will become regionalized 
on a lo·gical basis. In the meantime, the province will provide 
a full time health service for the 600,000 Ontario people who 
now have access only to a part-time service; 
2. Adequate salaries for medical officers of health on the provincial 
payroll, with a minimum starting salary which will be comparable 
to. the earnings o.f other members of the medical professio·n. 
Minimum salary scales will be set for other health employees; 
3. Mandatory services in all the essential areas of public health, 
including mass immunization, preventive dental care, simple 
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multi-phasic screening clinics, home care programs and auto-
mobile accident studies; 
4. Provincial financing for upwards of 60% of salaries and services 
in public health, and 75% of the necessary plant and equipment; 
5. A Public Health Division of the present Department to supply 
help and advice for all provincial health units. 
Mental health 
A New Democratic government will deal with mental illness on 
the same basis as physical illness. Emphasis will be shifted fro·m 
segregation and control as represented by the isolated mental hospital 
to integration of mental health services with other medical and com-
munity services. Treatment will be available to the mentally ill with-
out discrimination or invidious distinctions, and as far as possible; 
in their own co·mmunities. 
General hospitals will be helped and encouraged to provide 
psychiatric services so that they will be able to give well-rounded 
treatment to all patients whether they are physically or mentally ill 
o·r both. In the larger hospitals psychiatric units or sections will be 
established. 
Existing mental hospitals located near large centres will be gradu-
ally converted into· locally administered public hospitals authorized to 
care for a variety of illnesses as well as to provide active psychiatric 
treatment for patients in their immediate· areas and specialized 
services for patients with special psychiatric problems. In larger 
centres, hospital facilities will be supplemented by day and night care 
pro.grams. Evening psychiatric out-patient clinics will be established, 
as well as clinics for special problems such as the disturbed child, 
mental retardation, alco·holism and other addictions, and emotio·nal 
disturbance in children. 
A long-term plan will also be undertaken to develop a wide range 
of mental health services on a community basis. Mental health 
services will, as far as possible, be integrated with an improved public 
health system. The family physician will be encouraged to play the 
central role in case finding, referral and rehabilitation. 
Provincial law regarding the arrest of mentally ill people, their 
admission to ho·spital and the authority of the public trustee over 
th~ir estates will be co·mpletely revised. As far as possible, proce-
dures in such matters will be similar to those for physically ill 
patients. Experience in Britain has demonstrated that very few 
mentally ill patients require the legal restraints imposed by existing 
Ontario law, and such restraints are often harmful to them. Strong 
representations will be made to Ottawa to modernize antiq~ated 
definitio·ns in the Criminal Code and other federal statutes to ensure 
that mentally disordered people who are convicted of crimes will 
receive treatment rather than punishment. 
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ASSISTING THE CONSUMER 
The consumer protection legislatio,n passed Qy the Conservative 
Government in 1966 is totally inadequate. It establishes a Consumer 
Protection Bureau which has no po\ve·r to test products, require "truth 
in labelling", standardize package sizes or ban pro·motional gimmicks. 
The Bureau is simply expected to investigate complaints of violatio,ns 
of co·nsumer protectio·n legislation which is mainly confined to dis-
closure of the terms of co,nsume·r cre·dit and licencing of used car 
dealers and mortgage bro,kers. The Bureau is also· empo·wered to 
provide information and counselling services but has no authority 
to· enforce corrective action when it discovers that shoddy goo·ds are 
being foisted o,ff on consumers. 
Consumers' Bill of Rights 
New Democrats have worked o,ut a se·ries of legislative measures 
which will firmly place the powe·r o.f the go1ve·rnment behind the 
consumer. These policies are based on a fo,ur-point Consumers' Bill 
of Rights: the right to be info·rmed, the right to, safety, the right to 
choose and the· right to be heard. 
To give practical effect to these principles, an NDP government 
would take the following specific steps. If co,nditions demand, it 
wo,uld take any furthe·r measures necessary to give reality to the 
principles of its Consumers' Bill of Rights. 
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Consumer Legislation 
A New Democratic government will greatly broaden the powers 
of the Consumers Bureau to overcome the deficiencies mentioned 
above and make· it a genuine instrument for consumer protection. 
It will also extend the consumer credit, used car and mo·rtgage broker 
legislation to outlaw unfair contracts and shady practices connected 
with repossessions and co1llection of debts. The· Unconscio·nable Trans-
actions Act will be made· more effective. 
Security in Investment 
Legislatio·n to· projtect investors in se·curities and in finance and 
acceptance co·mpany obligatio·ns will be strengthened. Another fiasco 
similar to the Prudential Finance collapse must not be permitted. 
More stringent regulation of insurance policies will also be intro-
duced. Because of the variatib·ns and gimmicks in combined insurance-
savings policies, purchasers have· great difficulty in co,mparing rates 
and terms and in measuring insurance saving against other forms of 
savi11g. Companies will be limited to a number of standard policies 
to eliminate deceptive advertising and selling techniques. 
Mediation Board 
A Provincial Mediation Bo1ard will be established to hear cases 
of alle1ged hardship arising fro·m agreements already made. It will 
no1t be empowered to take legal action but \vill have authority to· hold 
open hearings and give publicity to, its findings. The Board will have 
a qualifie·d adviso·ry staff capable of giving advice and of me·diating 
between consumers and suppliers where it considers it necessary and 
advisable to do so. 
Advertising 
The Consumer Bureau will examine advertisements for the cor-
rectness of their claims and their co·nfo·rmity with the law. Results 
will be· given publicity where appropriate. Legislatio1n with respect 
to misleading OOvertising will be strengthened and strictly enforced. 
ResearCh 
In conjunction with federal go·vernment agencies, the Consumers 
Bureau will establish facilities for investigating the quality of manu-
factured products and for giving publicity to the findings by, among 
other things, insisting on adequate labelling. The work of voluntary 
bodies like the Consumers Association of Canada and others in this 
field will be encouraged. 
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Price and Rent Review Boards 
At the present time the processes of collective bargaining and 
cor~ciliation subject requests for wage increases to considerable pub-
licity and w_orkers are required by. this process to justify their 
d~mands in both economic and social terms. No similar procedure 
precedes price and rent increases and the public has no, way of know-
ing whether they are required on economic grounds or are simply 
an · opportunist move· to take advantage of shortages and grab a 
larger share o.f the pie. 
A New Democratic go,vernment will establish Price and Rent 
Review Boards to throw the spotlight of publicity on price and rent 
increases. The Boards will have power to investigate increases of 
substance which it appears should be brought before the bar of public 
opinion. They will not have power to order reductions or control 
price levels but they will be able to call witnesses, examine books 
and demonstrate whether increases are justified. The Rent Review 
Board will also be authorized to review all the terms of leases and 
rental agreements. 
Co-operatives and credit unions 
A New De·mocratic government will pass a comprehensive Co-op-
erative Act. The lack of such legislation and of a Department of 
Co-o,peratives constitute a major failure of the government to recog-
nize the so·cial and eco,no1mic importance of this form of popular 
activity. Through a Department of Co-operatives, an NDP government 
will pro·vide all the advisory, auditing and other services that are 
available to· co-operatives and credit unions in other provinces. It 
will establish a Co-operative Loan Fund to support accredited co-opera-
tive enterprise. The role of the government will be confined to advice 
and assistance without interfe·rence. 
The Co-operative Act and its administration will be based on tl1e 
fundamental principles of democratic control of co-operatives and 
credit unio,ns by their membership, non-discrimination, ope·n member-
ship and the principle of one member, ·one vote. Ventures which do 
J?.Ot operate in acco·rdance with these principles will not be entitled to 
~se "co-o·perative" o·r "co-o,p" in their firm names. 
·. 
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PLANNING 
Only a strong econo,my can be an independent economy . . Ontario's 
eco,no,mic health is important to Canadian development and Cana-
dian independence. Over 40% of Canadian production originates in 
·Ontario. More than one-third of the population resides here. Ne·arly 
45% of co·rporatio·n income arises from Ontario activity. 
Because of its keystone position, Ontario· must give leadership 
in the development of Canadian econo,mic independence through the 
full utilizatio,n of its reso,urces, bo,th human and physical ... The New 
Democratic Party is acutely aware that the welfare of our people 
ultimately depends on a growing and flourishing economy.,. and that 
Canadian independence will re,quire public decision ... and planning. To 
this end it will plan · the develo,pment of o,ur reso·urces, primary and 
secondary, and will enlist the co-operation of co.nsumers, labour, 
industry and agriculture in the planning process. · 
. .. 
Genuine, .demo~ratiC planning 
The New Democratic Party is the only party that offers genuill:e 
democratic economic and social planning. ·Startin·g with the .. needs 
of the people an·d giving them prio·rity over profits as a criterion fo·r 
investment and actio,n, and arriving at fi11al decisions by a fully demo-
cratic process, New De·mocratic planning will reflect ·the real interests 
of all the p~o,ple of Ontariq - not.'.. just th.ose of the. few w4o· own 
shares or hold high managerial positions~ The demqc;ratic pro~e~s 
involved will create the opposite of a soci~ty . Jn· whiG.h .::'.m~re and 
~ 
more power is concentrated in the hands of a few people. Democratic 
planning is the 0 1pposite to regimentation and direction without choice. 
A New Democratic government will replace the ineffective Ontario 
Economic Council with a full-scale pro·gram of planning which will 
examine the needs of the people of Ontario and establish priorities 
and targets for the development of all the resources of the province 
and their equitable distribution. 
The guiding p·rinciple of planning will be that the well-being and 
freedom of the individual is paramount. It will involve continuo·us 
co-operation between the government and the people in their capacities 
both as consumers and as producers. 
Objectives of planning 
The aims o.f New Demo·cratic planning will be: 
( 1) to meet the ne·eds of the people of Ontario and to raise their 
standard of living; 
( 2) to. produce a steady and co·ntinuous rate of growth whicl1 will 
help us achieve and maintain full employment of n1anpower 
and resources; 
( 3) to. conserve and replenish Ontario's great natural wealth. 
( 4) to achieve a just and rational balance in the allocation of 
the wealth pro·duced in the province to public and private 
purposes; . 
( 5) to distribute that wealth in such a way as to assure ever)r 
individual and his family a de·cent standard of living and 
an opportunity to develo·p their talents to the full; 
( 6) to foster Canadian independence by developing a stro11g and 
diversified Ontario economy. All companies incorpo·rated in 
the province will be· expected to O·perate in harmoll)' witl1 
the overall plan and be independent of foreign restrictions 
which are not in accord with Ontario and Canadian objectives. 
Since planning in Canada cannot be fully effective except on a 
federal-provincial basis, a New Democratic government in Ontario 
will co-operate whole-heartedly in any planning that may be under-
taken in the interests of the people by the federal go·vernment. 
At the same time, lack of adequate planning at the federal level 
will not be used as an excuse for failure to· plan at the provincial 
level. Ontario's reso·urces are great enough to provide an Ontario 
government with challenging 0 1pportunities for econo·mic growth and 
human betterment even in the absenc.e of federal leadership. The 
New Democratic farty will take advantage of those opportunities. 
Participation by the public 
People will participate in the planning process through their 
various economic organizations. 
An Ontario Planning Council, fully representative of the munici-
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palities, industry, labour, agriculture, consumers and other major 
groups will be established. The go1vernment and the central planning 
organization will consult it regularly, testing performance and pro-
posals from council members. 
Working committees will be set llP under the Council in which 
representatives of management, labour and co,nsumers will consider 
the best means by which specific industries can contribute to the 
overall plans. Regional working committees, representative of munici-
palities, business, labour, consumers, agriculture and others, will 
perform a similar function fo·r regions. 
In sho·rt, planning as practised by a New Democratic government 
will be a great democratic undertaking involving the whole co·mmunity. 
Participating groups and the individuals who1 make them up will 
experience a new and higher sense of purpose and direction as they 
work to·gether to achieve great new goals for their province. . The 
sco:pe for individual initiative will be increased immeasurably as 
co-operative effort and steady economic expansion open up _new 
opportunities for in.dividual achievement. 
Planning in action 
Careful estimates will be made of the needs of the people, of the 
reso·urces and of the degree and kind of gro·wth that is considerable 
ai:id feasible in the social, ~_ndstrial, commercial and other fields both 
in a short run period of ~ year or so and in a larger period of four 
or five years. Where it appears that private investment will be inade-
quate to· produce· such gro1wth, the province will step up "its own 
programs for investment and will give help and incentives to the 
municipalities to do the same. 
Public investment, however, will not be regarded as a mere 
supplement. It may be used to build a more efficient infrastructure 
for economic development, including the transfer to social o·wnership 
of major transportatio:n and co·mmunicatio1n facilities. It may also 
be required to help provide the new and co,stly technology without 
which industry cannot compete in the space age. To maintain a 
proper balance between social and other fo·rms of investment and to 
give reco·gnition to priorities, occasions may arise when it will be 
necessary to chan!lel investment into projects of the highest import-
ance, whether public or private. 
The overall plans will be bro·ken down into specific plans for 
major industries and regions. 
Where an industry is lagging, research assistance, tax coµcessions 
and other inducements will be provided to help it achieve a more 
desirable level o.f production, o,r where necessary, the go·vernment 
will take steps to ease the transfer of capital and labour to industries 
with greater future pro1spects. Special attentio·n will be· given to 
secondary industry, with emphasis on the development o.f econom-
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ically sound new industries and new developments in established 
industries. 
Democratic control 
·The provincial Cabinet will be the nerve centre of the planning 
process. A Central Planning Organization will be established, with 
adequate staff, under the direction of the Prime Minister. With its 
advice and assistance, the Cabinet will continuously review the prov-
ince's resources and needs, and will draw up, revise and carry out 
its plans in the light of such review. Appro·priate committees of 
Ministers will co-ordinate the work o.f the various government depart-
ments in accordance with the overall plans. 
Both short and lo·ng term plans will be submitted regularly to 
the Legislature with full opportunity fo·r debate. The ·budgets of the 
province and of the various Cro·wn agencies and enterprises will 
reflect the decisions that are taken. These budgets will be key 
planning instruments. This will ensure not o,nly that all plans will 
be subject to approval by the people's elected representatives but 
also that the public will be fully informed. 
The role of small business 
The independent businessman, partne·rships and the smaller com-
panies will not be ignored in the planning process since a large part 
of Ontario·'s prosperity depends on their ability to pro1vide a decentral-
ized and diversified range of goo·ds and services. Steps must be taken 
to ensure their efficient development and to counteract the forces 
which threaten their existence, whether they result from unrestrained 
competition or the monopolistic practices of over-powerful 
co·rpo.rations. 
A New Democratic go·vernment will assist small business to 
fulfill its important role in the econo,my by providing business and 
technical co1nsultants to o.ffer managerial advice and help in finding 
markets. It will also make financial assistance in the form of loans 
at reasonable interest rates and repayment terms available fo,r the 
expansion of viable enterprises. 
To end the chaotic store hour situation in the retail trade·, a 
New De·mo·cratic go,vernment will establish uniform store hours broad 
enough to allow all consumers adequate time for shopping but limiting 
night sho,pping in o·rder to re,move the unfair advantage enjoyed at 
present by department, chain and discount stores who profit by 
unlimited hours. 
A New Democratic government will also outlaw other practices 
which result in unfair competition and will co-operate with munici-
palities in restoring blighted shopping areas through urban redevelop-
ment · programs so that residents of those areas will enjoy equal 
shopping facilities with people in newer areas. 
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BALANCED 
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Ontario is a microcosm of Canada in that it has its own under-
de,veloped are,as and pockets of poverty. Despite, the fact that we 
have the highest per capita national inco,me of any province, many 
of our citizens do not co,mmand adequate inco·mes o·r services. Until 
we eliminate these regional disparities, we cannot expect to attain 
o·ur highest level o.f eco·nomic gro,wth no:r develo,p true equality of 
oppo,rtunity in our society. 
A central aim of Ne,w Democratic government po,licy will be to 
produce a mo·re balance,d development of the various r .egions of the 
province. T·o, date there has been over-develo·pme·nt of a few re,gions, 
resulting in severe congestion and all the costs and frustratio,ns which 
that entails, and unde·rdevelo·pment of most 0 1thers. 
Full economic potential 
Underdevelo:ped regions will be helped to 'teach their full eco-
nomic potential thro·ugh the provisio1n of adequate power and trans-
po·rtation facilities, tax and other inducements to industry to lo·cate 
in such regions where· it is economically feasible, and training pro-
grams to provide qualified labo·ur. · Broad community interests as 
well as the interests of particular enterprises will be give·n co,nsidera-
tion in the location, licensing and movement of industry. Seco:ndary 
industry will be e·ncouraged to de·velo,p in areas where· raw mate·rials 
materials are fo·und. 
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A policy for the North 
No·rthern Ontario acco·unts for 80% of our land area but less 
than 12% of the po1pulation. We would all benefit if the treasure 
chest o.f its natural resources is unlocked through an integrated 
development plan involving bette·r transportation, communication 
and municipal facilities, up-to-date forestry policies, aid for mining 
exploration, assistance in developing resource-based industries and 
the establishment of northern research centres to wo,rk with regional 
development councils. 
The Northern Ontario mining industry is in serious tro·uble. 
Pro1specting expenditure has steadily declined and the backlo1g of past 
discoveries is being used up. In some cases, valuable o·re bodies are 
held from pro·ductio,n in ho·pe of speculative profits, re·gardless of the 
economic fate of nearby communities. That is why a New Democratic 
government would establish a Crown Corporatio1n fo·r mine· exploration 
and development, working with private co,mpanies and, if necessary, 
forcing the pace of expansio·n. New Democrats see a fully active mining 
industry as one key to equalizing the prospe,rity of northern and 
southern Ontario. 
In addition there is a rising need for new access rail lines, roads 
and air services into the· mine·ral, tourist, timber and fishing areas of 
~orth and no·rthwest Ontario. Past history have proven that settle-
ment and develo·pment will follow transportation lines into new areas 
and justify government subsidies for such facilities. Improved trans-
portation and communication facilities will also· help to remove the 
sense of isolation which northern communities feel, and make it 
possible fo·r them to attract and retain more skilled personnel. 
The Trans-Canada Pipeline 
When the first natural gas pipeline linking western and eastern 
Canada was built, the Go·vernment of Canada co1nside·red it esse·ntial 
to. have this major east-west transportation link on Canadian soil for 
reasons of economic indepe·nde·nce and for the po1tential develo·pment 
which the pipeline would bring to northern Ontario·. So strongly did 
- it hold this view that it undertoo·k to build the sectio·n o.f the line 
. 
through no,rthei;n Ontario <by means of a Crown Corporation. When 
. , . 
this section preved to be profitable, the Government subsequently 
sold it to the o·perating company, Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Limited, 
on terms very favourable to the company. 
The rising demand fo·r natural gas in northern and southern 
Ontario and points further east has made a second pipeline essential. 
The same reasons which dictated the routing of the first pipeline 
through no·rthern Ontario apply to the seco·nd, and the Government 
of Canada recognized this fact by rejecting in August 1966 the· initial 
proposal of Trans-Canada Pipe Lines to· route the second line through 
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United States territory from Emerson, Manitoba to Sarnia, Ontario. 
The Prime Minister stated at the time: 
The Government does not believe it to be in Canada's best interest tlzat 
the future development of facilities for bringing Western Canadian gas to its 
Eastern Canadia11 markets should be located outside Canadian jurisdiction, 
and subject to detailed regulation under laws of the United States which are 
natttrally designed to protect the interest of United States citize11s ... t11e 
gas transmission industry is a public utility on a vast scale and is important 
to Canadian natio11al well-being. The developn1ent of its main links between 
lVest an.d East shottld, we believe, remain wholly under Canadiarz jurisdiction." 
The subsequent reversal of this policy in October 1966, after the 
pipeline company made certain promises about long-term plans for 
twinning its northern line, is a sell-out both o.f principle an.d of the 
peo·ple of Canada and Ontario. Canadian consumers of natural gas 
\Viii have the price and terms of their supply subject to the regulato·ry 
authorities of a foreign country. Not only will e·conomic growth in 
the· north be, stunted by the lack of assured supplies of natural 
gas, but northern co·mmunities will lose the economic stimulus 
from activities associated with construction of the line and northern 
municipalities will be deprived forever of the assessment from the 
second line. The National Energy Board has estimated that the second 
pipeline would generate from $700 millio·n to one billio·n in economic 
activity in northern Ontario· over a 10-year period. 
Northern pipeline route 
While the New Democratic Party does not ignore the benefits 
in terms of trade and reserves which co·me from continental networks 
of gas, power and water supplies, it has consistently opposed the 
transfer of jurisdictio,n of our majo·r reso·urces and transportation 
links to foreign governments. Because the pipeline is of such pre-
eminent importance in the development of northern Ontario and tl1e 
maintenance of Canadian independence, the Ontario· Go·vernment 
should not stand idly by and permit this betrayal of the interests 
of its citizens. A New Democratic go·vernme·nt would press Ottawa 
to revert to· its o·riginal de·cisio·n o,n the pipeline. 
At the moment there is considerable co·ntrove·rsy over whether 
the northern route· is substantially more costly thiin the Unite·d States 
route. An Ontario· New Democratic government would undertake 
research to settle this question, taking into ~ccont all the co.sts 
and potential benefits to the econon1y. If, in fac't, the northern route 
is proven more costly, an Ontario New Democratic government would 
be prepared to subsidize co·nstructio·n costs on the grounds that "there 
is a price on Canadian nationhood", as the late C. D. Howe once said, 
and that the pote·ntial for economic gro·wth for the north and the 
whole province puts this kind of subsidy in the same catego·ry as 
aid to designated areas and underdeveloped regions generally. 
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Regional Government 
One of the basic components of a virile democracy ~s strong 
n1unicipal go,vernment. The small municipalities of a century ago 
can no longer handle the demands of a modern society. So they are 
dwindling in importance and power and, with the exception of the 
larger cities, their functions are gradually being assumed by ne,w 
regional creatio·ns of the Provincial Government. 
Many of Ontario's municipalities are really integral parts of 
larger economic regions and for them to attempt to· preserve individual 
existence is to ignore reality. 
Ontario Cabinet Ministers, recognizing the fact that most present 
municipal units are too small and too weak to be of use in depart-
mental administration, ignore them and arbitrarily set up their own 
administrative units with little regard to the boundaries established 
by other departments. The result is a 11odge podge of administrative 
units of varying sizes, some. including towns and cities and some 
excluding them, with no common pattern. 
Strong local government can be restored in Ontario, but only if 
the small municipalities co·mbine around strong urban centres into 
regio·nal municipal governments, and then only if the functions now 
being removed fro1m them today are handed back to political units 
large enough and powerful enough to administer them successfully. 
To this end the Provincial Government must give the lead in setting 
up regional municipal governments in Ontario over the next decade. 
A start should be made in areas surrounding such areas as Ottawa, 
Hamilton, _Londo·n, Kitchener, Oshawa and the Lakehead. Detailed 
studies will determine lo,gical bo·undaries and administrative set-ups 
for each re·gional autho1rity. Experience will refine the process. 
The new regio·nal gove·rnments sho,uld generally encompass the 
territory serviced by a city or combination of cities. Each region 
should form o,ne municipal political unit with a council elected by 
the people in it. The council would elect its own Mayor. Terms of 
office for council members should be four years. The council should 
plan overall development of the entire region. 
Present municipalities or combinations of them might form \Vards 
or commnitie~ within the re,gion. These· would be natural community 
groupi_ngs which could foster community life and co·mmunity spirit. 
They would be administered by smaller locally elected councils . 
. Regional go,vernments would have jurisdictio,n over such matters 
as trunk watermains and sewers, water purificatio1n plants and sewage 
and garbage disposal, planning, welfare, police, he·alth, administration 
of justice, assessment and large regional parks. Community councils 
would supervise local parks, streets, sidewalks, local traffic, details of 
planning within the master plan, and provide a link between the 
citizen and the larger regional bodies. 
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Aiding Ontario's Indians 
In recent years, Canadians have been forced to see the outco1me 
of over a century of Indian policy. We have been forced to realize 
that it is the white man who has set the limits of Indian life and 
that he has set them at levels which have guaranteed hunger, poverty 
and despair. 
We have also been fo1rced to see that even programs endp1rsed by 
friends of the Indian people, like integratio1n, have total.ly failed 
because they have not evolved from the will of the Indian people 
themselves. We have been forced to realize that responsibility for 
Indian affairs canno,t be left to the Federal government but that some 
vital responsibilities fall to the provinces and the municipalities as 
well. 
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Any program to put right more than a century of cruel neglect 
must be based on sincerity and respect. Paternalism must be elimi-
nated, even at the cost of the early elimination of all existing govern-
ment agencies in Indian affairs. 
The keys to the Indian future in Canada must be chosen by the 
Indians themselves. The place of any assistance program must be to 
widen the options open to the Indians and to help them to implement 
their own decisions. Again and again, success and failure in commu-
nity development pro·grams has de·pended on meeting these criteria. 
The New De·mocratic policy in this field is based on the recognition 
that Indians may choose many futures - on the reserves. in total 
assimilation in the white community and in m s.ny intermediate situ-
atio·ns. Whichever o·ptions particular Indians may choose, there must 
be a continuing recognition that Indians are a people of a distinct 
and valuable culture, a peo,ple whose skills and ingenuit)' were essential 
for European settlement of North America. 
A New Democratic government in Ontario would take the following 
steps to meet our collective responsibilit)' to the Indian people: 
1. Grant municipal status to the reserves, to establish the principle 
of Indian administration. 
2. Sponsor a wide range of community development projects on the 
reserves, un.der the direction of Indian leaders, with t11e goal of 
making life on the reserves an economically viable proposition. 
3. Insi~t that decision-making in all agencies and organ.izations 
dealing with the Indians be decentralized to alleviate the present 
sense of frustration and paralysis. 
4. Broaden the scope of existing Human Rights legislation to allow 
complaints against government officials. 
5. Insist that staffing of agencies or services dealing with Indians 
so far as possible be by Indians themselves or by men and women 
who have received special training. 
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LABOUR AND 
MANAGEMENT IN SOCIETY 
Working people cannot participate fully in the develo·pment of 
the community or meet their needs unless they have jobs and are 
able to play their part in their industries as members of their respec-
tive trade union organizations. 
A basic aim of New Democratic policy, therefore, is to guarantee 
jobs for all. This aim can be fully realized only thro,ugh federal policy, 
but a New Democratic government in Ontario will go as far as it can 
to· achieve it. 
Genuine co-operation 
New Democratic labour policy will work towards genuine labour-
management co-operation. This will not be achieved overnight or 
by pious platitudes. What is needed is a new atmosphere in which 
growing co-operation will be possible. 
Such an atmosphere will be fostered by democratic planning. 
Management and labo1ur will have the oppo·rtunity to· wo1rk together 
vvith the government, consumers and other groups in devising and 
implementing plans for the full use o.f our resources and full produc-
tion in our industries. This will give them a new appreciation of their 
mutual interdepen,dence within the community and the need for · co-
operation to achieve the community's goals. 
A New Democratic government will encourage labour and manage-
ment to find more mature means o.f solving their proble·ms, as it has 
been done in countries such as Sweden where social democratic 
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governments have been in power. Such alternative methods must be 
worked out by labour and management themselves, however. The 
government cannot impose them from above. 
Labour relations act 
It will thus be possible to reverse the present trend in Ontario 
towards increasingly complex and obscure laws governing labour-
management relatio1ns. Persistent government intervention in day-to-
day problems reduces respo1nsibility and exacerbates differences. The 
New Democratic Party looks forward to the day when the government 
role in labour-management relations will be minimal, providing only 
a broad framework within which the parties will jointly manage their 
own affairs. It is partly for these reaso·ns that it oppo·ses any trend 
towards compulsory arbitration as a substitute for collective 
bargaining. 
It will immediately overhaul the Labour Relations Act to make 
it more flexible. Trade unions will be encouraged rather than merely 
to,lerated and full recognitio1n and acceptance of representative unions 
will be insisted upon in accordance with both the spirit and letter of 
the law. Voting rules will be changed to· require certification if a 
majority of those voting endorse a union. Decertification will not be 
allowed while a legal strike is in pro·cess. Certification and co·nciliation 
procedures will be speeded up. 
The administrative machinery of the Labour Relations Board will 
be simplified. 
To· enable professional groups such as nurses, architects and 
engineers to engage in collective bargaining and have full conciliation 
and arbitration rights, a New Democratic government will adopt 
special legislatio·n which meets the particular requirements of these 
groups. 
Administration 
The Department of Labour will be co,mpletely re-organized so 
that it will be better equipped to help manage·ment and labour deal 
with the rapidly changing problems they face in this age of changing 
industry techniques and consumer demand. 
Employees' rights 
The rights o.f workers to· belong to unions, to bargain collectively, 
to strike and to picket are recognized in our law and are but specific 
instances of the citizen's freedoms of association, contract, assembly 
and speech. However, these rights have been seriously undermined 
by the claims of employers to exclusive managerial control in all 
matters not covered by collective agreement and by the abuse by 
employers of injunctio,ns granted by courts in labour disputes. The 
injunction was never designed for strike situations and its use in 
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these circumstances adds to, rather than diminishes, labo,ur-manage-
ment tensions. 
The New Democratic Party recognizes the right of the employer, 
as of any citizen, to the protectio·n of his pro1perty. At the same time, 
it believes that the theory of residual rights has no application to the 
present in·dustrial scene, since what it amounts to is a claim to· make 
arbitrary decisions affe·cting the rights an.d welfare of others. The 
general security of our society require·s that an employer cannot 
be permitted to displace his labour force by hiring outside strike-
breakers or by the unilateral introduction of auto.mated processes 
during the life of a colle·ctive agreement. Technological changes often 
have far-reaching effects on conditions of emplo·yment and can affect 
a whole community if they result in plant dislocation. This was 
' 
reco·gnized by Mr. Justice S. Fre,edman in his repo1rt on C.N.R. "run-
thro,ughs", and he recommended that technological changes be made 
subject to collective bargaining. 
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Injunctions 
The New Democratic Party believes that the hiring of outside 
strikebreakers in industrial disputes should be outlawed. It advocates 
the elimination of all ex parte injunctions (which are issued without 
both sides being heard) and of all other injunctions which threaten 
to deprive employees of the right to protection in their jobs. It 
endorses the recommendatio·n of Mr. Justice Freedman and proposes 
that the collective bargaining process be extended to include all 
conditions of employment, whether or not specifically included in 
current collective agre·ements. 
A New D·emocratic government would also ensure that employees 
adversely affected by technological changes and dislocations are 
fully protected through re-training, severance pay, financial and what-
ever other assistance is required to take care of their special situation. 
Minimum standards 
In these and other ways, broad and meaningful co-operation 
between management and labo1ur will be actively encouraged. Inevit-
ably, however, the process will be gradual, and in the meantime, it will 
be necessary to protect the large number of employees who are still 
unorganized and are to,o often gro·ssly exploited. 
A New Democratic government will therefore establish the follow-
ing minimum standards by law: 
( 1) a minimum wage of $1.75 an hour for both men and women; 
( 2) eight statutory holidays with pay; 
( 3) three weeks' annual vacation with pay fo·r employees with at 
least one year of service and four weeks for those with ten 
years or mo,re; 
( 4) a reductio·n in the standard work week from 48 to 40 hours 
without reduction in take-home pay. 
It will pass legislation to ensure payme·nt of wages, replacing the 
obsolete and offensive Master and Servant Act. 
Industry-wide standards 
The applicatio·n of the principle of industry-wide standards of 
wages and othe·r working conditions, which is no·w embodied in a 
primitive form in the Industrial Standards Act will be greatly ex-
panded. Machinery will be set up to permit and encourage employers' 
associations and trade unio·ns to establish and enfo1rce labour stand-
ards for entire industries either regionally or provincially. 
Industrial safety 
The same principle will be applied to safety in industry. A New 
Demo·cratic go1vernment will no1t pass the buck to· the municipalities in 
the enforcement of impo1rtant safety standards, as the present go,vern-
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ment is -doing. It will accept that responsibility itself, but in doing 
so, it will give management and labour a majo1r role to play in 
devising and enforcing standards. Employees must be protected from 
discharge for exercising their right to refuse to work under hazardous 
conditions. 
Workmen's compensation 
The \Vorkmen's Compensation Act will be extended to cover every 
employed person in the province. Pensions paid to wd·rkers and to 
the dependents of wo·rkers who· were permanently disabled before 
benefits \Vere increased to their present level will be brought up to 
present standards. The principle will be established that workers 
receiving compensation will not have their benefits reduced on the 
ground that they are fit for light work unless such work is actually 
available. 
Apprenticeship training 
A recent survey shows that Canada is twenty years behind Euro-
pean countries in apprenticeship and manpo\ver training. Canadian 
youth coming out of school is being deprived of the· opportunity to 
learn a trade· because less tl1an 16% of Canadian industry takes part 
in any kind of manpower training 0 1r apprenticeship programs. 
In order to keep our economy growing it is absolutely imperative 
that a compre·hensive program for training apprentices be established 
in every single apprenticeable trade· in order that we may have enough 
qualifie·d and skille·d tradesmen. 
Canada-U.S. Auto Pact 
While the New Demo·cratic Party endorses the o·bjectives of the 
Canada-United States Automotive Pro,ducts Agree·ment to· strengthen 
Canadian industry by encouraging specializatio·n and ratio·nalizatio,n, 
it is far fro1m satisfied that the Agreement is being o·perated fo·r the 
benefit of all tl1e peo,ple of Canada and not exclusively to the· advantage 
of the automobile manufacturers. Canadian car buyers have derived 
virtually no bene·fit whatever fro·m the Agreement. Many auto workers 
have suffered extended layo·ffs and so1me will no1Y· be recalled be·cause 
of the shift of pro,ductio·n of cars, trucks and parts from Canadian 
plants to U.S. plants. 
An Ontario New Democratic government will press Ottawa to 
undertake a thorough investigation of the prices, co·sts and profits of 
tl1e Canadian automotive manufacturers. Failing action by Ottawa, 
the Ontario Go·vernment wo·uld institute the study itself. It would 
also make sure that adequate income assistance is provided fo-r those 
laid 0 1ff and steps are taken to provide alternative employme·nt for 
those permanently displaced. 
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ONTARIO'S 
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY 
In the past agriculture was not only an industry but a way of life. 
Today that way of life is being destroyed by eco·nomic forces which 
are reducing farmers to the role of hired men wo·rking for the feed, 
packing or processing companies. Production is being collectivized 
and economic po1wer rests more and more with those corporations 
which sell to, o·r buy from, the farmer. The result is destruction of 
the indepe,nde·nce and fre·edo,m of the farmer. 
The New De·mo,cratic Party re-affirms its conviction that the· inde-
pendent ope·ration, enlarged to· meet modern needs and co,nditions, 
is a basically sound unit for agricultural production and a desirable 
social institution. It provides a unit of production in which families 
may exercise ownership and management, and it fosters personal 
responsibility and human dignity. 
The cost-price squeeze 
Most of the difficulties faced by farmers today stem from inade-
quate inco1me. The 10% of our people working on farms in Ontario 
receive only abo·ut 5% of provincial inco1me. Ever since 1951 Ontario 
farmers have· been caught in a cost-price squeeze that has been tighten-
ing relentlessly. 
In 1951-54, 48% of gross farm income was required to meet the 
costs of production. That left eno·ugh to service the growing capital 
needed for modern farming and provided a livable farm inco1me. By 
1962-64, 66% of gross farm income was required to meet the costs 
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of production. For a growing proportion of farmers, tl1is meant that 
farm inco·me 11ad to1 be supple·mented by outside work if they were 
to survive. Otl1ers \Vere driven off tl1e farn1, at the rate of 10,000 a 
year. 
The co11sequences of this ruthless shakedown in the agricultural 
industry might be dismissed more casually if only marginal farms 
were being eliminated. But the significant point is that today the 
most militant far1n protest has emerged in the best farming areas 
wl1ere it is the efficient farmers who have their backs to the wall. 
Their sons are vvorking off the farm, and have no· i11tention of return-
ing. We are facing nothing more nor less tl1an the liquidation of the 
independent agricultural industry- vvith the government presiding 
over the process. 
Unless we are content to see land taken over more and more 
by the hobby far1ners from tl1e city, or by tl1e co·rporate factory farm, 
policies must be shaped to meet the needs of the full-tin1e farmer 
who \vants to remain in the business of producing food. Ontario 
agricultural policy has traditionally emphasized production, research 
and extension work; these are important, and they l1ave resulted in 
a substantial pro·duction increase in Canada. But thejr imp\Ji ranee is 
now transcended by the problem of farn1 income which must be solved 
if the farmer is to survive. 
The income incentive program 
At the special Vineland conference on agriculture convened by 
the Go·vernment in response to the tractor demonstrations in the Fall 
of 1966, the income incentive program was born. It is based on the 
reco,gnition by farm leaders of the follo\ving underlyi11g principles: 
( 1) that a cheap food po·licy is not o·nly inevitable but desirable 
if food prices are to be kept within family budgets; 
( 2) that experience has proven that farmers are not now able to 
earn enough income in the market place, even with the assis-
tance of marketing plans; 
( 3) that because of these facts, farm income gained in the market 
place· must be supplemented with payments from federal and 
provincial go·vernments. Such payments sho·uld be regarde·d 
as a consumer st1bsidy to keep prices down and should assure 
farmers of enough income to cover their costs of production, 
capital needs and a decent family income. 
The New Democratic Party wholeheartedly supports the basic 
principles of an inco·me incentive policy for agriculture. These income 
incentive payments would re·place the hodge-podge of piece-meal, stop-
gap assistance which is no,w given on a short-term emergency basis. 
In short, adequate farm income would be assured to maintain food 
production for our own needs, and those of a hungry world. 
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Bolstering market power 
The· New Democratic Party believes that pro·dt1cer-controlled 
marketing boards can assure farmers an improved return and will 
reduce the supplements needed under an income incentive program. 
Until the program is established, effective formula-pricing for farm 
produce would help raise farm incomes. At present many prices are 
"managed" by processors and chain stores witl1 the result that the 
primary producer tends to get what is left when the growing number 
of middlemen have taken their 'cut' from the consume·r's dollar. 
Furthermore, farmers have been frustrated in their efforts to build 
effective marketing plans by the excessive paternalism of Queen's Park 
which has resulted in government-controlled rather than producer-
controlled marketing. Marketing boards have too· often been reduced 
to puppets manipulated by the government through the Ontario Farm 
Products Marketing Board in response to bel1ind-the-scenes pressure 
from the trade. Full producer representatio·n sho·uld be sto·red as 
soon as possible to· all branches of the industry in o·rder to assure 
effective representation of producer views. 
The New Democratic Party will restore farm marketing to a sound 
basis and assist, with subsidy-bolstered prices, where necessary, to 
make it possible for the efficient farmers to continue in operation. 
A policy tor milk producers 
The New Democratic Party endorses the principle of a co-ordin-
ated approach to marketing envisaged in milk pooling and urges that 
the Ontario Milk Marketing Board move as quickly as po1ssible with 
province-wide implementation of this principle. This will assure top 
prices to all producers of grade A milk and remo·ve the inequities of 
the present quota system. It will also assure that surpluses from one 
branch of the industry will be directed to· the most inarketable produce 
and thereby avoid creating chaotic conditions which depress prices. 
An effort should be made to develop formula pricing for all milk 
marketed in Ontario so· that prices received by the farmer will auto-
matically reflect his costs of production and not require perio·dic 
protests to correct tl1e situation. The Milk Marketing Board should 
have full po·wers, and exercise them, to· audit the books of dairies 
in order to assure that an excessive proportio·n of the consumers' 
dollar is not dissipated to the middlemen, thereby reducing the income 
of the producer. 
Reducing farm costs 
A New Democratic government 'vill implement policies designed 
to reduce costs of production. Specifically, it will undertake: 
( 1) to eliminate monopoly control over prices of fertilizers, weed 
sprays and other basic supplies, through co-operatives where 
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feasible and public ownership where necessary; 
(2) to pass without further delay a Farm Machinery Act \Vith 
powers to test machinery offered for sale in Ontario and to 
make the results available both to farmers and to manufac-
turers and to enfo,rce adequate stocking of repair parts; 
( 3) to relieve the burden of education costs on farm land as 
distinct from residential and other farm property; 
( 4) to provide long-term credit to the individual farmer for the 
financing of adequate acreage and other capital requirements 
for modern farm operations at an interest rate more closely 
related to the earning capacity of agriculture; 
( 5) to provide more generous credit to· co-o,peratives a11d market-
ing boards for the develo·pment of their operations; 
( 6) to encourage co-operative and publicly-owned facilities for 
storage, processing and distribution of food products; 
( 7) to, establish a Department o.f Co-operatives, with a full-time 
Minister, to· encourage the greatest development of pro,grams 
of self-help. 
Providing better services 
The New Democratic Party recognizes that adequate social and 
other services are· vitally impo·rtant to raising rural living standards. 
The present agricultural extension services will be improved. Special 
efforts will be made to provide rural dwellers with the same high 
standard of medical service and hospitalization, education, trans-
portation and communicatio·ns, household and community facilities 
as the New Democratic Party seeks for tl1ose who live in the city. 
Every assistance, will be given to encourage· decentralization of seco.nd-
ary industries SO· as to· diversify the eco·nomy of rural areas and small 
towns and to pro·vide a fairer distribution of job prospects. Combined 
with such a pro·gram will be wider oppo,rtunities for vocatio·nal train-
ing to equip rural young people in mo,de,rn farm metho1ds o,r for 
alternative employment without their being forced to cro,wd into our 
already congested urban centres. 
A New Democratic go·vernment will establish a publicly-sponsored 
insurance program to meet the gro1wing hazard of farm accidents 
which will pro·vide coverage for reasonable premiums. 
Finally a New Democratic government will press for and co-operate 
fully in a natio·nal pro·gram o.f resources conservation and develo·p-
men t, which will include the effective utilization of land and shifts in 
production to meet changing market demands. It will also urge the 
development of co1nsumer programs to improve domestic levels of 
nutrition and the orde·rly distribution of food products, particularly 
when they are in surplus. It will wo·rk with farm organizatio·ns, 
marketing boards and federal trade commissioners to expand markets 
abro1ad and develo,p a wo,rld foo·d policy. 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
It is vital for the future of Ontario and of Canada as a whole 
that we share in the current explo1sion of scientific kno1wledge. With-
out research facilities, o·ur industry will be unable' to· serve the· wo·rld, 
our schools and universities will fail to attract the best educators. 
At present we produce· scientists and engineers at one-third the rate 
of the Unite·d States, because our governme·nts aid research at a 
sluggish rate. Many of our best minds leave because of the lack of 
the most challenging o·pportunities in Ontario. 
Government department 
As a first step towards joining in the technological revolution, a 
New Democratic government in Ontario· will establish a Department 
of Science and Technolo1gy, with duties and power: 
1. to institute immediate studies of research ne·eds in Ontario, 
in co-operation with various professional societies; 
2. to establish a Science Grants Council as an agency to· provide 
and administer grants for basic research on the basis of scien-
tific merit and determined priorities; 
3. to establish scientific-technolo·gical research institutes, in 
co-operation with industry and universities, to develop focal 
points for scientific development and to provide the equip-
ment and staff that is beyo·nd the resources of any present 
institution; 
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4. to study and report regularly on the ways and means of encour-
aging applied research and development in Ontario industry; 
5. to establish Crown co1rporatio·ns in new areas o.f research where 
private institutions lack the capability for industrial research 
an4 development along the lines, for example, of Atomic Energy 
of Canada Ltd., which has helped put Canada in the forefront 
in the develo,pment of nuclear energy; 
6. to work closely with the federal government in developing 
policies to meet the challenges of the scientific age. 
Automation 
Automation promises to lighten the burden of man's work and 
increase his material wealth. But if it develops without planning 
it will lead to growing unemplo·yment, human waste and suffering, 
and the eventual dislocation of the entire economy. 
There is now no agency or organization, in either g~vernment 
or industry, that has a comprehensive picture of what is 11appening 
or what the econo·mic and social effects may be. 
A New Democratic government will establish an Auton1ation 
Division of the Ontario Rese·arch Fo·u11dation. This division will gather 
and analyze information not only on automation in the narrow sense 
but on industrial innovations generally-11ew materials, new pro-
ducts, new processes, nevv sources of energy and so on. 
This information will be made available to local governments, 
industry and labour, so that they can chart their future courses 
intelligently. Even more important, it will be an essential part of the 
information on which planning by the provincial government will be 
based. 
As a result, the gove·rnment will be in a better position to 
anticipate new pro·blems, to help industry take advantage of new 
opportunities and to adjust its labour training programs to· new 
requirements. Above all, it will be better able to take steps to spread 
the benefits of automation, to reduce consumer prices and working 
hours, and to increase opportunities for constructive use of leisure 
time. 
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TRANSPORTATION 
AND THE AUTOMOBILE 
There is an ever growing concentration of population in urban 
centres. People have to traverse densely crowded traffic ro1utes, especi-
ally at peak periods, to reach their places of work, education, market-
ing or recreation. As o·ur cities grow bigger, transportatio·n into and 
out of them, and within the cities themselves, becomes a1~ ever worsen-
ing problem. Local authorities can no longer deal with it adequately; 
it calls for co-operation between neighbo·uring municipalities and the 
active assistance of the provincial go·vernment. 
The private automobile is reaching the limit o.f its usefulness in 
these crowded areas. It requires an ever-increasing amount o.f road 
space per traveller and it consumes valuable land area when it reaches 
its destination. It is effe·ctively choking off the centre of our major 
cities. 
The fastest and cheapest means of transportation are railways, 
subways, streetcars and buses. A New Democratic go1vernment will 
give every encouragement to the development of public transportation 
with adequate parking facilities at suburban po1ints. Diversion of 
commuting traffic to rail lines, as is being done with new GO com-
muter service in the Golden Horseshoe area, will be extended. 
Financial and other assistance will be made available for modernizing 
transportation systems so as to encourage railway or rapid transit 
travel rather than expressways. 
The Department o.f Transport o.f a New Democratic government 
will establish a compre·hensive research unit to study passenger and 
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goods transportation with special refe·rence to urban co·nditions and 
the social co·nsequences of different kinds of investment. Road build-
ing investment will be carefully scrutinized and its cost related to· 
the vo1lume of traffic that may be rilo·ved as well as to· the alternative 
value of investing the same money in other transpo·rt facilities. 
By these and other means, peo·ple and goods would mo·ve more 
fre,ely, road building and maintenance costs wo·uld be reduced, city 
centres would not be strangle·d, and a much better living and wo·rking 
enviro·nme·nt will be pro·vided. 
Automobile insurance 
The· New Democratic Party stands fo,r a program of publicly-
operated auto,mo·bile insurance fo1r Ontario. 
It does so because it believe·s that public car insurance can 
provide· the most e·fficie·nt co·verage, at the lowest cost, for all those 
involved in an accident, and fo·r all the liabilities that can flow fro·m 
that accident. 
It reco,gnizes that there are great and gro1wing social problems 
in relation to· car insurance. On the one hand they involve proper 
driver training, highway safety, regular inspe·ctions to ensure car 
safety, and the difficult but necessary actio·n of ruling o·ff the ro·ad 
drivers whose re·co1rds show a consiste·nt patte·rn of unreliable or 
unsafe driving. 
On tp.e other hand, this so·cial proble·m also involves disabilities 
or income loss fo,r thousands of our people. Go1ve·rnment pro1grams 
cannot · ignore these results because they represent pe·rsonal and 
family hardship. 
A public car insurance pr·ogram will provide all the peo1ple of 
Ontario with a better insurance bargain, and at the same· time cre·ate· 
safe·r driving conditio1ns. 
There is gro,wing recognition to·day of the principle of compen-
sation without regard to fault in automobile accidents. Negligence 
on the highways can be dealt with under the criminal law, but those 
who suffer injury or damage as a result of accidents should not have 
to establish ne·gligence by another party in order to, get co·mpensatio·n. 
The failure of the· Go·vernment in Ontario to establish a satis-
facto·ry system of automo·bile accident insurance has had thr·e·e 
• serious consquences: 
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( 1) Ontario motorists have had to pay exo·rbitant premiums to 
private insurance co,mpanies for inadequate insurance cover-
age; 
( 2) Victims of traffic accidents and their families have no co1mpen-
sation at all in a high pro1portion of cases received. The 
Linden study reve·als that 37%, just 0 1ver o·ne-third, of the 
economic lo·ss was recovered fro·m car insurance. Another 
23% was recovered fro1m other sources, such as hospital or 
medical coverage, and the remaining 40% had to be met by 
the person himself. 
( 3) Court battles to establish guilt and liability jan1 our courts 
and often drag o·n fo·r years. 
A New Democratic government will institute a universal, pub-
licly-owned auto insurance plan under an Auto· Insurance Commission 
to provide a minimum insurance package· f 0 1r every motorist in 
Ontario. Compensation will be paid regardless of fault so that lengthy 
and expensive law suits to fix the blame fo·r accidents will be 
eliminated. 
The settlement of claims will be quickly and eco·no·mically handled 
by an Accident Co1mpensatio·n Board established by the Auto Insurance 
Commission. In order that the cost of insurance will be related to 
the number of miles travelle·d by each vehicle, a major po·rtion of 
the cost will be financed by an extra tax on gasoline of about 2¢ per 
gallon. A small premium will be paid thro·ugh a surcharge· on the 
driver's license fee and on the ve·hicle registration fee·. These sur-
charges will permit variations fo·r the· age and size of the car and 
the nature of its use, as well as higher fees fo·r those with poor 
accident records. Private insurers will be free to offer additional 
coverage over and abo,ve the minimum insurance· required fo·r all by 
law. The Government will establish an insurance agency to provide 
optional supplementary coverage. 
Through this New Demo,cratic plan insurance premiums will be 
reduced by as much as one-third. Even more important, accident 
victims will receive adequate co·mpe,nsation without delay. 
Automobile safety 
An Ontario NDP go·vernment will insist that basic, life-saving 
features are incorpo1rated in every car sold. Systematic and regular 
testing of vehicles will be undertaken to re·duce me·chanical hazards 
and unsafe vehicles will be remo1ved fro·m the highways. Highway 
design and construction will incorporate the most modern highway 
safety features. 
An intensive, year-round campaign fo,r safe driving will be con-
ducted. Grants now being made to school ·boards for students who 
enrol in driver-training co,urses will be increased. Drivers' examina-
tions will be made more exacting and vigorous prosecution will be 
undertaken to· reduce the· number o.f impaired, drunken and dan.-
gerous drivers. 
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CONSERVING AND DEVELOPING 
OUR NATURAL RESOURCES 
Our land, water, minerals and forests, as well as our resources 
of energy, are basic to· the production o.f all our wealth. The proper 
management and development of these resources, therefore, will be 
an integral part of New Democratic planning. 
A New Democratic government will examine the present use of 
our resources, catalogue them and prepare plans for their orderly 
exploitation in the best interests of the province as a whole. Estab-
lished arrangements which deny to the people of Ontario, an adequate 
share of the proceeds of resource development will be re-negotiated. 
It will be a condition of primary exploitation that, as much as 
possible, processing will be done in Canada. Regulations will ensure 
that renewable resources are placed as nearly as possible on a basis 
of perpetual yield and that depleting resources are extracted at a 
pace that co·nforms with the general development of the provincial 
eco1nomy. Methods of exploration and exploitation which are not in 
the best interests of the whole community will be illegal. In cases 
where operators are unwilling to comply with the proposed regula-
tions, or where capital is not available to take the initiative for any 
sector of the overall plan, a New Democratic government will carry 
out its respo·nsibility through Crown corporations. 
To make conservatio,n a key concern of all, the study of conserva-
tion will be encouraged in the schools and information on conserva-
tion will be desseminated to, the public. 
The objective of New Democratic land policy will be the o·ptimum 
use of this precious and limited resource. In 1960 the Co·nservation 
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Co·u11cil of Ontario produced a comprehensive blueprint for achieving 
this o,bjective, but to date most of its re·co1mmendatio·ns remain de·ad 
letters. The social and eco·nomic cost is mounting every day. A 
New Democratic government will tackle the prblems of land use in all 
its ramifications, along the lines suggested by these experts in the field. 
In both rural and urban land use there is neither overall control 
nor any comprehensive plan. Park facilities are concentrated in the 
North where the po·pulation is limited, and limited in the South where 
the population is starved for public recreational facilities. 
Water resources 
A New Democratic government will give particular attention to 
the conservation of water resources and control of pollution. With 
the forest cover gone, southern rivers flood disastrously in tl1e spring 
and are reduced to· a mere trickle in the summer so that the natural 
check of pollution is gone. Millions of tons of precious top soil are 
washed a\vay every year. The water table has been lowered to the 
point wl1ere water supply is· a major lin1itation on tl1e expansion of 
many industrial areas. 
A New Democratic government vvill give every possible assistance 
to the work begun by the co,nservation authorities. It will tackle 
with vigour whatever action is required by the province in imple-
menting the joint programs covered by the federal Agricultural Devel-
opment Act (ARDA). It will step up as quickly as is technically 
possible a refo,restation program to restore to fo,rest the millions of 
acres of Crown land \Vhich were ruthlessly explointed in the past. 
The program of the Water Reso·urces Commission will be speeded 
up. Instead of proceeding piecemeal, with each project becoming a 
burden o·n the already over-extended credit of municipalities, the 
Commission will hasten the development of plans for a co-ordinated 
system to· pipe water fro·m the Gre·at Lakes and make it available to 
municipalities at cost. The system can be built in stages as required 
but each stage will be part of an ultimate whole. We are warned 
that in another 40 years our water needs will be trebled. Without 
bold action in this field, industrial expansion, the basis o.f our eco-
nomic development, vvill be severely curtailed in many areas of the 
• province. 
Energy resources 
Economic development is determined to an important degree by 
the availability of adequate low-cost sources of power . . 
Provincial statesmen o.f 50 to 60 years ago had the foresight to 
establish in this province the principle of hydro-electric po·wer at cost, 
and this was an important factor in the subsequent rapid develop-
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mcnt of the province. Regrettably, there has been a tende11cy to lose 
sight of this principle in the last generatio,n, but even so, the publicly 
owned Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission and its allied muni-
cipal systems continue to be a major force for progress. A New 
Democratic government will co,ntinue and expand the work of the 
Commission and will speed up implementation of the principle of 
power at average cost. 
This, however, will not be enough to meet our future power needs. 
Readily accessible hydro po·wer sites have now been almost fully 
developed and we must find economical new sources of power if 
future gro1wth is not to be stifled. Nuclear energy is one bright pros-
pect with which we sho1uld continue to experiment, and research can 
produce improved methods of using traditio·nal fuels. 
Natural gas offers the greatest possibilities in the foreseeable 
future. Unfortunately, the present government has permitted gas 
distribution to be a happy hunting ground for speculators and profi-
teers. The operation of the profit motive is standing in the wa)' of 
the most economical and efficient use of this great new resource. 
A New Democratic government will establish a publicly o,wned 
distribution system similar to hydro. Trunk lines will be owned and 
operated by the province, and local distributio·n will be undertaken 
by municipal enterprises which will buy gas fro1n the provincial 
system. Existing natural gas storage areas vvill be made an integral 
part of the system. 
This co-ordinated system will make gas available at cost to all 
parts of the· pro·vince. Gas distributio·n will be integrated with hydro, 
so that each of these major sources of power will be available for 
the purposes for \vhich it is best suited. 
·Mineral resources 
A New Democratic government will assist individuals and 
companies in exploring for minerals and will establish a Cro,wn-
owned exploration company similar to that operating successfully 
in Quebec. It will also speed up the development of new finds by 
helping in building access ro,ads, airstrips, communication facilities 
and townsites. 
Ontario's potential for the full development of its mineral 
resojurces has not been sensibly exploited. Kno,wn deposits have been 
left untouched, to suit the speculative interests of a few mining 
concerns. Meanwhile, communities have been left to languish at the 
mercy of decisions made· in distant boardrooms. 
The only sound basis fo·r the development of o·ur mineral reso,urces 
must be the well-being of our mining communities and the long term 
economic needs of the province as a whole. To this end, a New 
Democratic government will use its planning po\vers to develo,p our 
natural wealth to serve this and future generations. 
Forest resources 
The uncontrolled cutting of forests on a liquidation basis has 
char·acterized almost all logging operations in Ontario for more than 
100 years. This practice be·gan in · the southern part of the province 
and is being extended at an increasing rate into· the Bo,re,al forests of 
Northern Ontario. The co,nsequences are manifest in the· near-
extinction of such valuable timber species as white pine, in serious 
soil losses thro1ugh erosion, in gro·wing floo·d co1ntrol and water pollu-
tion problems and in the lowering of water tables. 
During the past generation, the growing timber requirements of 
the pulp and paper industry in the northern Boreal forest regio1n of 
the province have depleted significantly our accessible black spruce 
stands. There have been no serious attempts at silvicultural or 
regenerative measures, with the result that or ~ future forests will 
be lower in quality than those originally re·moved from a high propor-
tion of o·ur productive areas. This will add another difficulty in 
Canadian co·mpetition with areas such as the Southern United States. 
It now appears that within 30 ye·ars the pulp and paper industry 
will have liquidated the re·maining virgin co·niferous stands within 
economic transportation distance from existing mills. 
A Ne\v Democratic government will imme·diately initiate policies 
directed to\vard these obje·ctives: 
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( 1) the productio·n of maximum yields of high quality fibre from 
all accessible forest soils, both freehold and publicly owned. 
it is co·ntrary to both provincial and natio,nal lo·ng-term inter-
ests to permit extensive areas to be left in an idle, unpro-
ductive conditio1n. Ownership should not co·nfer this right, 
and it must be reco1gnized that a sound fo·rest policy will 
necessitate some encro·achmen t upon property rights as 
currently constituted; 
( 2) the restoration to productivity of all idle private, municipal 
and Cro·wn lands by a large scale· reforestatio·n program, 
particularly within areas accessible to existing mills; 
( 3) a review of present timber licences to free these limits held 
in excess of present and contemplated mill capacity, thereby 
making limits available fo1r further development of secondary 
industries, or the use by secondary and ancillary industry of 
species and lo,g types not used by the present holders of limit 
licences; 
( 4) the requirement that the holder of a timber licence must 
build a basic road structure without which it is impossible 
to imple·ment a mo,dern forest management plan with sus-
tained yield cutting. A New Democratic government will share 
the costs of building such a structure on an amortized basis, 
through financial arrangement along the general lines now 
in effect in British Columbia; 
( 5) the implementation of silvicultural procedures in conjunction 
with all logging operations, particularly in the nortl1er11 part 
of the province, to· maintain the productivity of areas whicl1 
have been cut over, as to species, quality and quantity and 
to reduce waste resulting from present cutting metl1o·ds. 
Large scale clear cutting operation will be prohibited; 
( 6) the administration by the pro·vince of adequate standards of 
regeneration, these standards to be established in the light 
of varying economic and physical conditions in the different 
forest administratio·n regio·ns of Ontario. 
In order to help settlers and farmers, the go·vernment will create 
an authority to assist the creation and operatio·n of pulpwood market-
ing co-operatives so that prices for pulpwood will reflect the re·al cost 
of its production. 
Control of Pollution 
The technology that has produced our affluence has had its price 
in the defilement of o·ur enviro·nment. As our po·pulation increases 
in numbers and density, the problems and the risks arising from 
the pollution of air, water and soil cry for correction. The goo·d life 
will not be ours unless we can make sure that o·ur populatio·n can 
live in a clean and wholesome province. 
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Tl1e attack on pollution must not only be thorough, it must also 
be comprehensive. We must look to o,ur total environment. Man 
pays a terrible moral and spiritual price for his uncontrolled advance 
if he has to live in a landscape ~hich is not only a hazard to his 
health but an offense against his sight and his hearing. A full concern 
fo1r the quality of the enviro.nment in which we and our children must 
live will only be manifest if we are determined to take action. 
A New Democratic government will take action by: 
( 1) Taxing all polluters in propo·rtio,n to their contributio,n to pollu-
tion. Mere regulation and persuasion have proved ineffective; 
there must be a financial incentive. 
( 2) Registering and controlling pesticides and their use. Their effect 
on animal life should be taken into account as well as their 
tolerance in foods. Producers and distributors applying for 
registration will be required to show proof of their effects and 
controlability. 
( 3) Requiring that motor vehicles be equipped with a means of filter-
ing combustion fumes . and co1ntrolling the use of gaso1line addi-
tives which are a main cause of the morbid effects of combustion 
fumes. 
( 4) Modernizing our waste disposal systems. Sanitary land fill has 
disastrous effects on our soils and ultimately on our supplies of 
drinking water. 
( 5) Eliminating unsightly displays of auto·motive junk and other 
refuse which blight our cities and countryside. Local govern-
ments will also be urge,d to set up financial sanctions against 
those who· despoil our environment in the name of trade. 
( 6) Controlling noise pollution through traffic control, standards of 
noise insulation in apartments, and other measures against the 
"unseen" pollutant. 
( 7) Obtaining control over major shorelines, drainage basins, major 
lakes and rivers to take definite action against pollution. 
( 8) Establishing an Environmental Control Agency which would have 
power to police all aspects of pollution and pursue, through 
research and investigation, further measures to make the province 
in which we live as wholesome as possible. 
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FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES 
The Ne·w Democratic Party's approach to· social aid is based on 
belief in and respect fo·r the· dignity o.f the individual and on a reco·g-
nition that the· welfare o.f all depends on the well-being of each. A 
civilized community can only be as well off as its le·ast fortunate 
inember. 
Other parts of this pro1gram of action describe social insurance 
plans which will be· established by a New Democratic go·vernment 
in this pro,vince. These plans will pro·vide the· people of our com-
munity with a wide measure of social security as a right attained 
through contributio,ns made by them o,r o·n their behalf. 
Even so, the·re will still be situations in which individuals and 
families suffer misfo·rtune not covered by any form of social insurance. 
The Ne·w Democratic Party belie·ves that as human beings, as integral 
members of our co·mmunity, these people have a right to assistance 
at a level sufficiently high to provide a healthy and decent standard 
of living and a chance for rehabilitatio·n. 
A modern, realistic attitude 
Public welfare in Ontario is a reality of red tape, meagre funds, 
and decaying facilities. There is a staff shortage of major propo,rtions, 
created partly by lack of training facilities, but chiefly by the attitude 
o.f provincial and local welfare authorities. Against the bright and 
shallow facade of permissive showpiece legislation in this province 
today, the stark fact stands out that in many basic welfare . fields 
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essential services either do not exist, or struggle for survival. Among 
the neglecte,d services are day nurse·ries, home help, debt counselling, 
meals for shut-ins and a whole· range of services which should be 
available in a co1mplex, urbanized so·ciety. 
The Canada Assistance Plan 
The Ontario· Go·vernment's welfare program is now \vrappe·d in 
a shiny new package· symbolized by a change in tl1e· name· of the 
de·partment from Public Welfare· to Social and Family Se·rvices. But 
\vhen the. package is o·pened, the contents turn out to be tinselly 
windo,w-dressing and the pro.grams actually vio1late most of the 
principles to which the Go1vernment is now giving lip service when 
it says it suppo·rts the· new fede,ral-pro·vincial Canada Assistance Plan. 
The main principle be·hind tl1e Canada Assistance Plan is that 
all welfare categories and means tests are to be· abolished and assis-
tance is to be provided o·n the basis of the actual needs of eacl1 
individual o·r family. The provincial legislatio·n implementing partici-
pation in the Plan violates the first o·bjective by establishing two 
ne,w cate·gories. - those o·n the old so-called catego·rical pro·grams and 
those on ge·ne·ral welfare· assistance. Tl1is division permits the latter 
group to continue to be· stigmatized as the less deserving poor. It 
appears that the distinction is retained because the pro·vince intends 
to· ope·rate a provincial plan for the fo·rmer group and to, co.ntinue 
to· leave· the second group as the responsibility of the municipalities 
and provide no· increase· in the provincial percentage foir this 
responsibility. This means that the determinatio,n of needs will be 
based on one set of standards fo·r the provincial group and on a 
multitude of. municipal decisio·ns for the se·cond, and that municipali-
ties will still be saddled with 20% o.f the cost for the seco·nd group. 
The second principle of assistance· on the basis of nee·d is also 
violated by the present go-ve·rnment's approach. Instead of permitting 
social aid officers to assess the actual needs of e·ach person or famil)', 
it has set a se·ries of arbitrary ceilings for various types of expenditure 
- foo1d, clothing, rent, etc. and these add up to a starvation budget, 
particularly vvhen unre·alistic ceilings are included fo·r rent in today's 
tight housing market. Supple·mentary payments may be granted in 
special cases but the·y too have a ceiling of $20 a month. Since the 
federal government under the Canada Assistance Plan is prepared to 
pay a full 50% of whatever assistance· the province gives, there is 
no· excuse fo·r this mise·rly appro1ach. 
Basic schedules 
Under a New Democratic go.ve·rnment, basic schedules fo·r food, 
clothing, perso·nal needs, etc., will be established but social aid 
administrators will be permitted to· incre·ase the amounts in cases 
of special need. Shelter co,sts will be paid completely pro·vided the 
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recipient is in suitable accommodation and paying rent at the going 
r~te for the area. 
A program truly based on need cannot be implemented witl10,ut 
substantial increase·s in administrative staff and the upgrading of 
existing staff. The failure of the· pro·vincial government to move in 
this direction is further evidence of its insincerity towards the 
principles of the Canada Assistance Plan. 
A New Democratic government will abolish "welfare·" as a con-
cept and will re-orient existing community services and social 
assistance pro.grams towards the goal of help and rehabilitation. For 
those without sufficie·nt inco1me, it will establish a broad program of 
aid based on a decent standard fo·r each individual and family. It 
will wo,rk towards a guarante·ed annual income as the ultimate solu-
tion to the problem of insufficient income. 
Relief ot the tax burden 
The municipalities will be completely relieved of responsibility 
for social aid costs because the property tax is not broad or flexible 
enough to carry burdens unrelated to pro·perty. This will mean 
one set of administrative standards will apply across the province 
and there will be no excuse for continuing to divide recipients into 
catego·ries. Residence requirements within the pro·vince will be abol-
ished. They have no place in today's mobile society and often present 
real obstacles to a breadwinner who otherwise would be able to 
move to an area where employment opportunities are better. There 
will be pro·vision for a pp ea 1 fro·m the decisions of social aid 
administrators. 
Adm·inistration and personnel 
Compartmentalized administration o.f services for families, chil-
dren and other in.dividuals is no· longer adequate. Their problems 
must be considered as a whole. To implement this new approach, a 
New Democratic government will establish an Interdepartmental 
Committee to co-o.rdinate the various provincial services o.fiered in 
the fields of aid, education, health, retraining and rehabilitation. 
It will give local government agencies the financial and pro-
fessio·nal assistance which they now lack and will promote the 
development of re·gio.nal welfare administrative units large eno·ugh 
to give comprehensive and co-ordinated services. 
More financial assistance will be provided for schools no·w train-
ing social workers and aggressive action will be taken to develop 
trained, non-professio·nal field workers and to bring back othe·r 
workers who have dropped out of the field. Scholarships and bursaries 
will be offered to men and women undertaking training in social 
• services. 
A New Democratic government \Viii undertake continuous research 
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into ~i:ehabil~tation methods in every field and will work out develop-
ment plans for every area o.f public assistance. 
Larger units will permit the strategic distribution of l(nowledge 
and skills and the use of modern equipment in clerical and financial 
operations. They can also· become a focal point for co·mmunity 
participation in social rehabilitation. Administration will be the 
responsibility o.f the regional government but the province will pay 
a substantial portion of the costs and will set standards which must 
be met. 
A new deal in child welfare 
Present child welfare services are completely inadequate. It must 
be recognized that it is no longer possible to departmentalize the 
delinquent or emotionally disturbed child or the neglected or orphaned 
child. Children's Aid Societies are frustrated in the work they are 
attempting an.d the Department of Social and Family Services is failing 
our children. Facilities for the treatment of disturbed children are 
grossly insufficient. 
However, no1 reforms in this complex field should be attempted 
without a thorough and competent review of the present set-up and 
the best possible alternatives. As a first step, a New Democratic 
government will implement the reco·mmendations relating to child 
\velfare in the report of the Select Committee on Youth. 
Voluntary agencies 
The NDP recognizes that there is a place and need for both 
government and voluntary agencies. A closer relationship will be 
established with voluntary agencies to avoid overlapping and duplica-
tion of services, and their work and development will be encouraged. 
Volunteers and citizens' groups will be encouraged to participate 
in appro1priate services. 
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CULTURE AND RECREATION 
Cultural activities are o,ne of the most seriously neglected· are·as 
of government activity in Ontario. A vigorous provincial lead would 
result in both federal and civic authorities doing more. From it 
would flow the development of native talent, the enrichment of our 
peo·ple, and even a significant contribution to the economic life of 
the province. 
The New Democratic government will make mo·re funds available 
to· the Ontario Arts Council so that it can extend its activities. Co-op-
eration between gove·rnment departments and public and private TV 
will be developed along the lines of the school broadcasts to, bring 
the creative arts to a wider audience. 
Opportunities for recreation 
Though it is only through our own choices that we enrich our 
cultural lives, it is also only through the exercise· of public co,ncern 
that we can have the space and time in which to make these choices. 
There is not much point in having open space if it is out of reach; 
there is not much point in leisure if most of it has to be spent in 
getting to centres of recreatio,n. 
A New Democratic government will develop our great outdoors 
more extensively and make its enjoyment available to more of our 
people. Most of our provincial parks are far removed fro·m the 
centres of population. Private ownership of riverside and lakesho·re 
property has made access to many of our beaches and public waters 
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impossible for large numbers of citizens, particularly those in lower-
income brackets. Lack o.f fo 1resight and inadequate planning has 
cut the public off from such natural assets as the Lake Ontario shore-
line whe·re half of our peo·ple liv~. A New Democratic government 
will open up more provincial public parks, particularly in congested 
Southern Ontario. 
Every e·ncouragement will be given to the development of ama-
teur athletics and a physical fitness program. 
Community centres 
Co·mmunity centres are lacking in many areas and recreational 
facilities, particularly for ado1lescents, are totally inadequate. At the 
same time schools in built-up areas are often idle many hours of 
the year. A New Democratic government would encourage municipal 
councils and boards of educatio·n to integrate these schools into the 
recreation system. Consideration would be given to the establishment 
of a provincial youth recreation department. Full advantage will be 
taken of the assistance offered by the federal physical fitness program. 
As the wo·rking day and week get shorter, the o·pportunity for 
leisure time activity increases and physical plans must provide for 
this. Every district sho·uld be planned to leave ample space for 
churches, schools, recreation ce·ntres, swimming pools and unspoiled 
park land for healthy outdoor exercise. 
Substantial tracts of open country will be preserved for recrea-
tion, and all large cities will be separated from their neighbours by 
areas of farm o·r recreation land so that those who want to take their 
families temporarily out of the asphalt and concrete of urban life, 
will avoid hours of driving on congested roads. 
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THE RIGHTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
A nation, a province, a co·mmunity can be mo·re than the mere sum 
of its members, the people who inhabit it. And the worth of any 
community is the extent to which it provides the freedo·m, security 
and inspiration to enable its citizens to live happy creative lives in 
a civilized environment. This must be the ideal for the community 
in which we live, the Province of Ontario. 
The individual rights, the fre·edom of all the people in this prov-
ince, must be guarantee·d and extended, and their participatio·n in 
democratic decision-making must be assured. An educational system, 
ope·n to all, must seek to develop the individual as a creative human 
being. With a sense of fairness and justice, the community must 
provide for the social and economic welfare of all its members. An.d 
in the co·mmunity, there must be effective government which ·is 
responsive and concerned at both the local and pro·vincial levels. 
In a democratic community, freedom is essential 
Only in such a co·mmunity can there flourish the freedom of a 
man to· live his life as he wishes within those areas of choice which 
do not impinge upo·n the freedom of othres. The rights and liberties 
of the individual, which are basic to democratic go·vernment, must 
be protected not 0 1nly against the power of dominant groups and 
individuals. but also against the abuse of power by the government 
itself. 
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A citizens' government 
Too often government is considered a body apart, above the 
individual and inaccesible to him. An NDP government will re-estab-
lish the principle that government is of, by and for the people by 
establishing simple lines of communicatio,n to go·vernment, and pro-
viding institutional means for the rapid redress of the abuses of power 
to which government boards and departments occasionally can be 
pro,ne. 
An NDP go,vernment will establish a Public Information Office 
within the reach of all by toll-free telephone. This office will be 
staffed by experts in go·vernment organization who will handle many 
of the problems and questions of the citizens and be able to give 
preliminary advice. Certain staff members will be proficient in 
languages other than English or French. 
A Legislative Commissioner, on the model of the Scandinavian 
"Ombudsman", will be appointed. He and his staff will be responsible 
directly to the' Legislature, not to any government de·partment. 
He will have the power to investigate all unresolved grievances 
fro·m the Public Informatio,n Office fo·r which he will also be respon-
sible. The Commissioner will then have discretio·n as to whether or 
not he takes action. 
In addition, an NDP government will remove all archaic restric-
tions . on the right of a private individual to sue the government of 
this province, a right which no,w depends upon the government's 
consent. 
Finally, consideratio·n will be given to the establishment of special 
Ontario Administrative Court, on the pattern of the French "conseil 
d'etat", to deal with complaints against administrative bodies. It 
should have the power to rectify bad decisions and to award damages 
in appropriate cases. 
A Bill of Rights 
To protect and develop our fundamental freedoms, a New Demo-
cratic government in Ontario will seek the passage of a constitutional 
amendment incorporating a Bill of Rights in the Canadian Constitu-
tion. Pending such action, an NDP government will attempt to protect 
these liberties in all matters under the jurisdiction of the Ontario 
Legislature by a provincial statute. The freedoms protected will 
include: 
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(a) freedom of religio,n; 
( b) fre·edom of speech; 
( c) freedom of association; 
( d) free.dam of assembly; 
( e) freedom from discrimination; 
( f) freedom from undue interference. 
· Individual choices 
A truly modern government will permit a man to grow through 
the choices he alo·ne can make in the areas which are closest to him, 
marriage and family life. The state has very little business interfering, 
and then only 0 1n tl1e most higl1ly qualified definition of what con-
stitutes the public good, in the decisions affecting an individual's 
personal life. 
A so·ciety that is truly humane should not have laws which force 
people to remain in impossible unions, only to release them after 
abject cruelty has become a fact. Should the termination of marriage 
become desirable, then divorce should be available in cases where 
there is adultery, desertio·n for a year or more, cruelty and incurable 
mental illness. A New Democratic government would establish, or 
help already established marriage and family counselling services to 
assist couples in meaningful preparation for marriage and in solving 
marriage problems before crisis is reached. 
Family planning 
All couples should have the right to plan. their families. The 
wealthy and the educated avail themselves of that right as matters 
stand now. The la\v is effectively brought to bear only on the less 
well-off and the less \veil-taught. Family planning measures under 
proper social and medical control must be made available to all our 
society o·n an equal basis. A New Democratic government will press 
the Federal Parliament to amend the Criminal Code of Canada so as 
to make family planning a legal activity in Canada and will include 
family planning advice in the provision of all public health services. 
Again under the closest medical and social control, the grounds 
for abortion will be liberalized to include the emotional and physical 
health of the mother. Along with this liberalization, a New Democratic 
government would instruct its Attorney-General to eradicate all illegal 
abortions and the means through which tl1ey are commonly procured. 
Cultural choice 
The adult's right to cultural choice will be protected in that a New 
Democratic government will seek out and remove whatever vestiges 
of archaic and coercive legislation and regulation remain to curtail 
what he may want to read, see, or hear in full awareness of his own 
well-being and development. It will also assure the individual's right 
to privacy by passing legislation clearly prohibiting electronic eaves-
dropping an.d 0 1ther undue forms of investigatio1n undertaken by 
private concerns and public bodies. 
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Children and adolescents have a right to the forn1ation of tl1eir 
o·wn views and opinions in matters of personal belief a11d worship 
witf.tout for1nal and excessive influence from outside the family or tl1e 
persons and institutions which it may choose. With regard to religious 
instruction, the New Democratic Party believes it to be unacceptable 
as it is now given in our public scl1ools, and looks to the report of 
the McKay Commission for tl1e necessary reforms. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
The ability to obtain justice fro1n tl1e courts in a rapid and 
equitable n1anner is the marlc of a civilized commnit~y. In Ontario 
today, inordinate delays and heavy expenses in many higher court 
proceedings too often mean denial of justice for individuals. A disputed 
claim of a few thousand dollars can co,st \vell over five hundred 
dollars in fees. An NDP government will o·pen the courts to every 
worthwhile claim, regardless of the claimants ability to pay. Closing 
of the courts for a full two-month vacatio·n each . summer will be 
ende·d. The courts and legal aid will be re-o,rganize·d to give all 
citizens the right to prompt an.d effective justice, not as a matter of 
chariity, but as a mater of right. 
Adequate facilities 
An NDP government will provide adequate court facilities and 
a sufficient number of judges and magistrates, particularly in tl1e 
large urban areas where case loads are he·aviest. It vvill also establish 
a permanent committee of judicial, professional and lay reprseenta-
tives to review court procedures and facilities and recommend 
improvements. 
;There ·are· grave defects in the way Ontario deals wjth criminal 
. . 
offences, from the issuing of . traffic tickets through to the trying of 
more serious cases. The : Vd·lume of cases in police courts in many 
urban areas has produced \vhat is almo·st an assembly line system 
of trials in which delays put most accused at a severe disadvantage. 
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An NDP government \Vill insist on a complete re-o,rganization at 
che magistrate's co·urt level. Defendants sho·uld be able to apply for 
their case to· be heard at a time convenient fo·r all parties. All accused 
will, if they so· desire, be pro·vided with legal advice before any court 
appearance, and will be able to count o·n the se·rvices of a lawyer at 
their trial without charge if necessary. This provision of adequate 
legal defence will be ensured by the appointment of a Public Defender 
who will have sufficient staff. In the more serious cases, the accused 
will have access through his co·unsel to research and investigating 
laboratories equivalent to that provided to the police. The system of 
bail must be co·mpletely revised so that no respo1nsible member of 
the community is held in jail before his trial except in cases where 
his freedom co·uld be a real danger to society or the course of justice. 
At the same time, an NDP gove·rnment will ensure that the "Good 
Samaritan", the perso,n who aids others attacked by criminals or 
threatened by fire, dro,wning or othe·r hazards, do,es not suffer financial 
loss o,r personal harassment without compensation. It will pass legis-
lation fully compensating for any loss of property, loss of inco,me, 
payment for medical treatment o,r other losses incurred by those 
who come to the aid o.f their fello·w-citizens. 
Penal reform 
Despite· the valiant efforts of groups like the J o·hn Howard and 
Elizabeth Fry Societies, and of individuals like Agnes Macphail, 
Ontario's treatment of co·nvicted offe·nders cries against its claim to 
being a civilized community. The need fo·r penal refo1rm is desperate. 
The New Democratic Party believes that the state has a duty 
to, the public to e·nsure that released offenders are as unlikely to 
commit further crimes as that can be possible. It further believes 
that the state has a duty to equip the o,ffender physically, psychologic-
ally and intellectually to live a creative life in society on his release. 
The pre·sent gove·rnment works on the Nineteenth Century belief that 
if criminals are put into fo,rtress-like prisons, they will somehow 
change their way of life and repent. The present laws assume that 
those who co·mmit crimes are always professionals who weigh the 
po·ssibility of capture against the rewards of crime. 
The fact is that most criminals are· amate·urs. They are frequently 
peo·ple with social pro·blems who· lack friends and satisfying work, 
o·r who are unable to manage mo,ney, or alco·hol, or family life. The 
kind of reform institutions Ontario· operates makes them even less 
able to deal with the complexities of modern society when they are 
released than whe·n they we·re sente·nced. They are mo,re, rather than 
less, likely to commit crimes when freed than when convicted. 
The scandal of unfair and inconsistent sentencing in our co,urts 
is largely due to the fact that magistrates have so, few alternatives. 
A New Democratic go·vernment will pro·vide the facilities to· treat the 
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social misfit in a way appropriate to him. Widely expanded probation 
services will permit the close supervision of those who can most 
benefit from living in the community. Institutional services will also 
be expanded. The offender who is removed from the community may 
start in a closed, diagnostic setting, where his needs and chances for 
rehabilitation can be assessed. He will mo·ve as rapidly as he is able 
thro·ugh a program where he is given greater and greater freedom and 
responsibility and his performance can be watched. The institutions 
will work closely with the departments of education and labour, so 
that the inmate will be equipped to do useful work o·n 11is release. 
At a fairly advanced stage, an inmate will be wearing civilian clothes_. 
working in the city alo·ngside free citizens during the day and visiting 
his home on occasio·nal weeke·nds. 
Probation services 
This kind of treatment system will require expansio11 of our 
parole and probation services. The replacement of a philosophy of 
custody and punishment with this pl1ilosophy of treatment will also 
require major changes in staff training and salary standards, essen-
tial to attracting and maintaining able, dedicate.ct people needed 
to make such a system work. Until such time as the federal govern-
ment's Canadian Penetentiary Service reforms itself to provide this 
kind of treatment, the NDP will resist demands that all effective 
treatment of the offender be transferred to federal authority. 
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A HIGH 
STANDARD OF GOVERNMENT 
No society can exist without government. The building of a free 
and creative society requires government in which the citizens can 
take pride and take part. So that it may carry 0 1ut its leading role, 
government must be fully representative, honest, efficient, co·ncerned 
and responsive. The day has long past when go,vernment could be 
merely a supreme magistrate supervising the negative concerns of 
the community. 
Code of ethics 
The New Democratic Party believe·s that the community can insist 
on high standards of conduct from all elected representatives. It \vill 
enact a code of ethics relating to· the public activity o.f members of 
the Legislature and municipal representatives. Readily enforce·able 
penalties will be established for violations; particular attention will 
be given to defining precisely what constitutes conflict of interest. 
The code will serve as a guide for all elected representatives. The 
penalties will help to deter the few whose standards are not in accord 
with our tradition of public service and will provide a means of remov-
ing them from office \Vheri circumstances dictate. 
Electoral reform 
Elections are the greatest exercise of democracy in our society 
and if choice is to be fairly made, the undue influence of wealth in 
the electoral process must be curbed. The principle of representation 
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by population must be recognized in fact as well as word, the exe·rcise 
of the franchise by the individual voter must be facilitated and the 
earlier maturing of the po1pulatio·n must be recognized. 
The following comprehensive program of electoral reform will be 
undertaken by an NDP government to implement its philoso,phy: 
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( 1) Independent redistribution commissions will be established 
on a permanent basis to revise automatically the bo·undaries 
of constituencies and wards as soon as possible after each 
census. 
( 2) Constituencies and wards so established will be as nearly 
equal in po·pulation as possible so that, except in a fevv areas 
of extremely low population density, the population of a 
constituency will not vary more than 20% from the average. 
( 3) A system of permanent returning officers will be established. 
These officers will co-operate with federal and municipal offi-
cials in establishing uniform polling subdivisions. 
( 4) The party affiliation of candidates, if any, will appear on the 
ballot and on other official election documents. 
( 5) A system of voting by mail will be established to ensure that 
no· voters will be disenfranchised because illness, disability 
or legitimate absence prevents their attendance at the regular 
polling station. 
( 6) A qualified voter whose name is omitted from the voters' list 
and is not added at the revision will be able to vote in urban 
as well as rural polling districts if he is identified by a voter 
on the list in that subdivision and takes an oath as to his 
identity and eligibility to vote. 
(7) All civil servants except senior civil servants at the policy 
making level will be able to participate in political activity 
and to stand as candidates on the same basis as other citizens. 
Legislation will be passed permitting any eligible voter to 
stand for election without fear of reprisal or discrimination 
and to obtain leave of absence without pay from his regular 
employment if elected. 
( 8) The voting age will be lowered to 18. 
( 9) Polls will remain open until at least 8: 00 p.m. in all elections. 
( 10) A system o.f free time on an equal basis for all parties will 
be· made mandatory fo·r all radio· and television networks and 
stations; it will not be permissible for either private or public 
radio or television to sell time for political purposes. 
( 11) Every qualifying candidate will be entitled to· mail one item 
post free to every voter whose suppo,rt he is seeking. · · 
( 12) Every central party oranization will be required to publish a 
statement annually showing its expenditures in detail and the 
source and amount of every co·ntributio·n it receives in excess 
of $500 in cash or the equivalent in kind. It will also be 
required to publish, within a reasonable time after every 
election, a state·ment sho,wing the same information with 
regard to its campaign. 
( 13) Every candidate will be required to publish a statement show-
ing his campaign expenditures in detail and the source and 
amount of every contribution in excess of $50 in cash or in 
kind. 
( 14) The statements referred to in 12 and 13 above will be 
audited and certified by licensed public accountants. They 
will be de·posited and retained in a central place where the~y 
will be available for inspection by the public. 
( 15) Limitations will be imposed o·n campaign expenditures on 
the fallowing lines: 
(a) for a central party organization, 10 cents for every voter 
in all constituencies in which the party is running 
candidates. 
(b) for a candidate, 15 cents for every voter in an urban 
polling subdivision, and 20 cents for every voter in a 
rural polling subdivision in the co,nstituency. 
( 16) No person or organization will be permitted to undertake 
any expenditure on behalf of a party or candidate unless 
specifically autho,rized to do· so in writing. Such expenditure 
will then be included for the purposes of Section 15. 
Legislative reform 
A New Democratic government will give private members, particu .. 
larly those in opposition groups, adequate research and secretarial 
assistance, as well as office acco,mmodatio·n, to· place them in a position 
to scrutinize government pro·posals and pe·rformance thoroughly. The 
outmoded committee system will be co·mpletely overhauled to, enable 
private members to contribute effectively to the analysis of govern-
ment legislation, departments. agencies and Crown Corporations. 
Elimination of patronage 
Contracts for government wo·rk will be awarded acco,rding to a 
strict system of tenders. The law prohibiting political contributions 
by go·vernment contractors will be enforced. 
Appointments and promotions in government service will be 
tal(en out of politics through an effective independent Civil Service 
Commission, on which the civil servants themselves will have repre-
sentation. Patronage in cro·wn corporations and other government 
agencies will also be eliminated. 
An NDP go·vernment will recognize and enter into written col-
lective agreements with representative organi~atio·ns of all public 
employees. 
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REFORMING OUR TAX SYSTEM 
A well planned governme·nt pro:gram requires a well planned 
financial system to support it. The annual budget is the final instru-
ment through which plans become realities. A New Democratic gov-
ernment will therefore establish financial responsibility and efficiency 
as one o.f the first reforms it makes when it comes to, po·wer. As well 
as having a Planning Organizatio·n advising the Cabinet on o·verall 
economic and social policy, it will stre·ngthen the Treasury with a 
Budget Bure·au which will study and plan the Pro·vincial Budget on 
a continuing basis. It will also institute an Organizatio·n and Methods 
branch to increase the efficiency of all De·partments. 
Financial problems have two sides, income and expenditure. Both 
will be tackled vigorou·sly by a New Democratic government. Wasteful 
expenditures will be eliminated. For e·xample payment of insuran.ce 
premiums will be disco1ntinued in cases where the volume o.f govern-
ment business is such that self-insurance will show substantial savings. 
A Provincial Mutual Insurance company will be set up through which 
Ontario municipal as well as provincial property could be insured on 
a co-operative basis. Economy will be enforced in all government and 
goivernmen t-subsidized exp en di tures. 
Many of the New Democratic proposals, such as automQtbile insur-
ance, will be self-financing. Others, like medicare, will largely represent 
the replacement of uncoo·rdinated private expenditure by planned 
community effort without much extra cost overall. Welfare expendi-
tures which are rehabilitory in nature will reduce the assistance bill 
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in the lo·ng run. However, the New Democratic Party is realistic 
eno·ugh to recognize that new money will have to be found for the 
new and expanded services which it believes a majo·rity of the peo·ple 
want. 
New revenue sources 
Where will the money come fro·m? A New Democratic government 
will look first to several areas of taxation which have been neglected 
by the present government. These include the mining industry which 
co,ntribute·d 0 1nly $15 millio·n in Mining Profits Tax in 1965-66 despite 
pro,duction close to one billion dollars and co,mplete exemption from 
municipal assessment. Reso·urces in.dustries have been taxed lightly 
considering the tre·mendo·us amount of our natural wealth which the·y 
are taking from the· province. Co,mmercial highway users are not 
paying their fair share of the co,sts of providing high grade roads. A 
weight distance tax would not only be mo·re equitable than present 
levies on them, but would direct some traffic back to railways in 
which we as a community have invested heavily, and would decrease 
the burden of highway co·nstruction and maintenance. Unearned 
speculative capital gains in non-domestic land values wo,uld be subject 
to a new tax on appreciation of land values which· would be levied 
at times of regular re-assessment or on sale. Sales of owner-occupied 
ho,uses wo,uld be subject to an exe·mption. 
Reshaping the tax system 
In additio·n to utilizing these neglected tax fields, a New Demo,cratic 
government would ensure that its required revenues are raised in the 
fairest po1ssible way by reshaping the tax system to base it on ability 
to, pay. It has long been reco,gnized that the Canadian tax system is 
not a pro·gressive one and places too great a burden on the lower 
inco·me groups because it 0 1ver-emphasizes sales taxes, property taxes 
and flat rate social security pre·miums and under-emphasizes pro-
gressive income taxes. 
The province alo1ne cannot correct this situation completely but 
the Ontario tax system co,uld be made a great deal more pro·gressive. 
Ontario· has a duty as the most populo·us and the wealthiest province, 
to give leadership in pressing the federal government for refo,rm of 
the overall tax structure. 
It is now generally accepted that governments have a responsi-
bility to act as a balance· wheel in the economy and to use tax policy 
as an instrument to stimulate eco·nomic gro·wth. While this respo·nsi-
bility primarily belongs to the federal government, its efforts will be 
nullifie·d unless Ontario· and the other provinces join Ottawa in a 
concerte·d use of fiscal policy to· influence the rate o.f investment and 
the amount of purchasing power. 
If Ontario has a progressive tax system and a growing provincial 
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product, its revenues will automatically expand to finance new pro-
grams without any iJicrease in tax rates. 
The Ontario tax system must be re-shaped to swing the pendulum 
away from regressive to progressive taxes and to spread the burden 
according to ability to pay. The following specific changes are 
proposed: 
( 1 ) More reliance will be placed on personal and corporate inco·me 
taxes to finance new programs and substitute for social 
security premiums; ~ 
( 2) Pressure will be put on the federal government to revamp 
the personal and corporate income taxes to make them more 
pro,gressive and to close loopholes. Income no·w exempt, such 
as capital gains and stock option benefits, will be made fully 
taxable; 
( 3) A system of tax cr·edits will be instituted to give additional 
tax relief to persons with low incomes and dependants. The 
federal government will be urged to adopt similar credits. 
(Credits are in effect rebates on taxes calculated. They are preferable to 
increasing personal exemptions because raising personal exemptions 
gives greater dollar benefits to the upper income groups than to the lower. 
A tax credit of $160, which was recommended by the Carter Commission 
for a family with two children, would give the same tax saving to all 
income levels, while the present $600 exemption for two children yields a 
tax saving at current rates of $126 for a $5,200 family, $168 for o,ne at 
twice that level and $330 for a $52,000 family.); 
( 4) Natural resources taxation will be revolutionized to ensure 
that those who are removing our precious resources pay the 
public a fair price for them; 
( 5 ) The burden of property taxes will be reduced by the pro-
vincial government progressively assuming education, justice 
and welfare co,sts and increasing equalization grants to local 
governments; 
( 6) The sales tax will be made less regressive by exempting addi-
tional necessities of life from it. 
( 7) Succession duties will be revamped to· bring back to the state 
a larger propo·rtion of estates after generous provision has 
been made for widows and dependent children. To, avoid 
hardship, instalment payment of duties over a period of years 
will be permitted and special arrangements will be available 
where necessary to prevent break-up of a family business, 
including the payment of duties in ways other than by cash. 
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